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I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
A. Introduction 
Let p : 5 -»• B and p ' : E ' ->• B ' be fibrations. A 
continuous map f : S ->• 3 ' is called a fibre-preserving 
map if for each b € 3 there is a b' € B' such that 
-1 -1 f(? (b) ) (= p' ^ (b*). Suppose that there is given a fibre-
preserving map f: p ^ (A) -+ E' where A is a subset of B. 
Then the main problems which will be investigated in this 
thesis can be stated as follows. 
(1) Is there a fibre-preserving extension g: E ^  E' 
of f? 
(2) If g^ ,g^ : E -> E* are two such extensions, does 
there exist a homotopy {g^ }: E ^  E' (0 _< t £ 1) 
between them such that, for each t, g^  is a 
fibre-preserving extension of f? 
The basic assumption we impose is that (B, A) is a con­
nected relative CM-complex. 
When p and p' are 'fibre bundles', similar problems 
have been studied by Dugundji, Heller, Conner and Floyd (see 
[11],[19],[7]). They require f and its extensions to be 
'equivariant' with respect to the actions of the group of 
the fibre bundle. Heller [19] has shown that the equivariant 
extension problem can be reduced to the cross section problem 
in an appropriate fibre bundle. Such a reduction, however, 
is not likely to be applicable to problems (1) and (2). 
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If E = B, E'=B' and P/P' are the identity maps, 
then (1) and (2) become the classical problems on 'free' 
extensions B B' of the map f : A B' to which the 
obstruction theory due to Eilenberg is applicable. Our main 
aim is to establish a generalization of Eilenberg's theory. 
1. Outline of the method 
We consider, briefly, problem (1). For simplicity of 
the description, let us assume (B, A) to be a pair of 
simplicial complexes. Let B ^  denote the relative n-skele-
ton of (B, A) and let = p ^  (B ^) . Assuming that f 
has a fibre-preserving extension g; E^  E', we will look 
for a fibre-preserving extension to g': E^ _^  ^ E'; if g 
has no such extension, we will reconsider g in the hope 
of finding another extension of g| E^ _^  which admits a 
fibre-preserving extension over 
For each (n+1)-simplex a of B - A, the partial fibra-
tion p (CT) ^  a is equivalent to the projection o % F o 
where F = p X^b^ ) (b^  € B), and so we obtain the following 
diagram: 
a X F —I—> p"l(o) 
U U 
Ô X F —I >p~^ (â) —— > E' 
where <f) denotes a fibre homotopy equivalence, a is the 
boundary of a, and g^  = g| p (^a) . It will be shown that 
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has a fibre-preserving extension g^ : p ^ (a) E' if 
and only if the map g^  ô x f has a fibre-preserving 
extension to a x F (Lemma 2.10) . On the other hand, the 
obstruction to the latter property can be expressed by the 
homotopy class, say c^ ^^ (g)(a), of the adjoint map 
à E' where E' is an appropriately defined subspace 
F 
of the mapping space E' (Corollary 1.11). Roughly speak­
ing, the assignment c^ ^^ (g) : a#—»c^ ^^ (g)(a) € Tr^ (E'^ ^^ ) 
becomes an (n+1)-cochain of (B, A) with coefficients in 
(F) 
•Tjj (E ' ) and so we obtain a cohomology class 
[C*+I(g)] € H^ '^ (^B,A; n^ E^'fF))). 
This class measures the obstruction for the fibre-preserving 
extensibility of g| over (Theorem 3.9) . 
In the arguments outlined above, however, we will soon 
encounter several difficulties. The first difficulty arises 
(F) from the fact that the continuity of a map a —» E * does 
not necessarily inç>ly the continuity of its adjoint 
a X F E '. Second, in order to construct a global continu­
ous map g': -»• E' from maps g^ ; p~^ (a) —» E' we need 
the 'weak topology' of To overcome these difficulties 
we shall restrict the category in which we work to Steenrod's 
category ÇG of conpactly generated spaces (see Section B) . 
Then, without any other assumption, we can formulate the 
(n+1)-extensibility of a fibre-preserving map g: ->• E' by 
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the triviality of a certain homomorphism of homotopy groups 
(Theorem 2.14). This formulation will prove to be useful in 
applications. However, when we translate it into the cohomo-
logical language, other difficulties appear and force us to 
assume: 
(1) the fibration p: E -»• B is orientable, and 
(2) is n-simple (for details, see Chapter III). 
2. Applications 
Let p: E -»• B be a fibration with fibre F and inclu­
sion map i: F CE. Assume B and F to be path-connected. 
(1) Hilton [21] and Ganea [14] gave a sufficient 
condition for p to be fibre homotopy equiva­
lent to an * induced principal fibration'. Using 
the generalized Eilenberg Theorem, we will 
reprove this result (Theorem 4.5). The method 
used there reproves also a result concerning 
extensions of a group (Theorem 4.7). 
(2) Serre*s result on the relation between 
(^E,F; G) and H®(B, G) can also be proved in 
a generalized form (Theorem 4.10). 
(3) If B is the suspension of a connected CW-conç>lex. 
then for any H-space X (homotopy-associative and 
homotopy-invertible), there is a group-isomorphism 
[E U CF, X]^  £ [B, X^ ]^  where E U CF is the 
mapping cone of i and [U, V]^  denotes the set 
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of homotopy classes of based maps U -» V 
(Theorem 4.12). 
The generalized obstruction theory gives us special 
information about the extension problem: 
By using it, the following results will be obtained. 
(4) If p is orientable and if F is a compact 
connected polyhedron with nonzero Euler number, 
then 
ir^  (E) s n^ (B) X tTJ (^F) (direct product), 
H^ (2; G) = H^ (B; G) © H^ (F; G) , and 
H^ (E; G) = H^ (B; G) © H^ (F; G) 
where G is an abelian group (Theorem 3.12). 
This fact will reprove Gottlieb's result [18]: 
"If F is the even dimensional real projective 
space, then H*(E; Z^ ) = H*(B; 2^ ) <g)H*(F; 2^ ) 
as Zg-vector spaces" (see Corollary 3.14). 
(5) Suppose that B is n-connected. If F is a 
compact polyhedron and n is even, then for any 
commutative ring G with unit. 
V 
i*: H^ (E; G) = H^ (F; G) . 
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The isomorphism holds also for odd n if the 
Euler number of F is nonzero and G is a 
field (Theorem 4.14). 
3. Notations 
All spaces considered in this thesis (except in Section 
B below) are restricted to the category CG of compactly 
generated spaces. In 1967, Steenrod [34] called attention to 
the advantages of this category. A brief review of [34] will 
be given in Section B. There we will see also that, in many 
casesf a problem related to more general spaces can be 
reduced to a problem in the category CG. Attention should 
be paid to product spaces and spaces of continuous mappings 
(see Definition 1.2). 
If A, B,•••, X, Y,••• are pointed spaces, their base 
points will be denoted by a^ , b^ ,••', x^ , y^ ,•••, respec­
tively, or simply by *. The unit interval {t| 0 £ t £ 1} 
will be denoted by I. The words 'a map' will be used 
in s t e a d  o f  ' a  c o n t i n u o u s  m a p p i n g ' .  E i t h e r  a  ma p  H :  X x i  Y  
or the collection {h^  ^ of the maps h^  = H( , t) : X Y, 
t € I, is called a homotopy from h^  to h^ . Maps and 
homotopies are not required to preserve base points unless 
specifically mentioned otherwise. The symbol 'Id' will be 
used to denote the identity map of a space. For spaces X, Y, 
the symbol L(X, Y) will denote the set of (continuous) maps 
from X to Y. In Section B below (only there), L(X, Y) 
is considered as a space with the compact-open topology. For 
convenient reference, we list the basic notations below. 
the space of maps X ^  Y (for topology, 
see p. 9), 
 ^ the space of based maps X -*• Y, 
f^ : Y^  
f*: 
the maps induced by f: X ->• Y, 
*r L (E, E ) the set of fibre-preserving maps E ->• E', 
it {h^ }: f = g fibre-preserving homotopy. 
the closure of an n-cell e^ . 
H*EP (see p. 30), 
r(g) (see p. 41), 
A(h, k) (see p. 39), 
* 
K* (see p. 66), 
(a)^ ZZ^ (b) statements (a) and (b) are equivalent, 
k the Hurewicz homomorphism, 
n the end of a proof. 
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B. The Category CG of Compactly 
Generated Spaces 
We consider only Hausdorff spaces as spaces. A space X 
is called a compactly generated space or a k-space if it has 
the weak topology with respect to the collection of compact 
subsets of X, or equivalently if any subset of X which has 
a closed intersection with every compact subset of X is 
closed. A mapping defined on a k-space (with the image in 
any space) is continuous if and only if its restriction to 
each compact subset is continuous. The category consisting 
of k-spaces and their maps are denoted by CG. The following 
spaces are in CG: 
(1) locally compact spaces, 
(2) spaces satisfying the first axiom of count-
ability (for example, metrizable spaces), 
(3) CW-complexes, 
(4) closed subsets of a k-space, and 
(5) quotient spaces of a k-space. 
There are spaces which are not k-spaces. In fact, Dowker [9] 
has constructed CW-coirç>lexes X, Y such that the cartesian 
product X y is not a k-space. 
For a space Y, the associated k-space Y is the space 
obtained by retopologizing Y by the weak topology with 
respect to compact subsets. Clearly, the identity mapping 
Hy: Y -»• Y is continuous. 
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Lemma 1.1. (See [31] or [34].) 
(1) If X is in CG, a mapping f: X ^  is con­
tinuous if and only if n^ f: X Y is continuous. 
(2) The map Y Y is a weak homotopy egui-
valance, i.e., it induces isomorphisms of homo­
topy groups and singular (co)homology groups. 
For a map f : X -»• Y, let ' f : ' X ^  " Y denote the same func-
tion as f. By (1) of the above lemma, f is continuous. 
V 
So, ( ) -^  ' ( ) is a functor from the category of all 
(Hausdorff) spaces and maps to the category CG. 
As mentioned before, for spaces X, Y in CG, the 
cartesian product X Y and, hence, the space L(X, Y) 
(with the compact-open topology) are not in CG in general. 
So we shall use the following modified definition due to 
Steenrod [34]. 
Definition 1.2. 
X X Y = ^ (X Y), 
Y^  = ^ (L(X, Y)) . 
The advantages of the category CG with the above 
definition can be found in the next theorem ([34],Th. 5.6, 
Lemma 5.2, Th. 5.9). 
Theorem 1.3. Let X, Y, Z be in CG. 
(1) u: X X Y -> Z is continuous if and only if 
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u: X -»• defined by u(x) (y) = u(x, y) is 
continuous. Each of u and u is called the 
adjoint map of the other. 
(2) gX X Y _ (2%)% (i.e., the mapping ui—>u is a 
homeomorphism) . 
(3) The 'evaluation' w: x x Y defined by 
w(u, x) = u(x) is continuous. 
(4) The ' composition ' C: x y  ^ defined by 
C(u, v) = U'v is continuous. 
As noted in [34], the above modification of the concept 
of product space has an effect on other concepts based on 
products such as topological group G (G x g G) , trans­
formation group G of X (G x x -»• X) , etc. However, this 
fact does not cause a serious problem; as a matter of fact, 
many concepts are unaltered because of the following well-
known lemma; in particular, the concept of homotopy 
(X X I Y) is not changed. 
Lemma 1.4. If X is a k-space and K is a locally 
compact space, then X x^  k is a k-space and, hence, 
X x^  K = X X K. 
Now we prove some elementary properties of the functor 
k. 
Lemma 1.5. If f = g: X ^  Y, then f^ - ^ g: ^ X ^  
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Proof. Let H: X I Y be a homotopy from f to g. 
Then  ^(X x i) is continuous. But, 
(^X I) = (^ x) X (^ i) (see [34], Lemma 4.5) 
= (*X) X I 
= (^X) X^ I. 
Then, (^ X) x^  i "^ y is a homotopy from f^ to g^. • 
Proposition 1.6. If X has the homotopy type of a 
k-space, then the identity map X ^  X is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. Take a k-space K and a homotopy equivalence 
e: K X. By the above lemma and the functorial property of 
k k k k, £: K->xisa homotopy equivalence. Then the asser­
tion follows easily from the commutative diagram: 
= K 
4 1-
X^ —> X . • 
Proposition 1.7. If p:E-^ B is a (Hurewicz) fib ra­
tion, then p^: B^ is a fibration in the category CG, 
k that means p satisfies the covering homotopy property for 
all k-spaces. 
Proof. Let X be in CG. Suppose that the diagram 
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X X 0 
n 
X X I 
— > 
-> E 
——> 
'B 
-> B 
commutes, where f and G are given maps. Since p is 
a fibration, the map • f extends to a homotopy 
H' : XX I -> E which covers ri B G. By Lemma 1.1 (1), 
H = n -1 H" is continuous. Then H is a covering homotopy 
of G with the initial map f. This proves the lemma.D 
Let p: E + B be a fibration with fibre F = p X^b^ ) , 
and consider the commutative diagram: 
k„ i^  ^.k„  ^. k. 
n. 
-> E 
n-
-> E 
-> B 
'B 
-> B 
where i is the inclusion map. For example, if B, E, F 
have the homotopy types of CW-complexes, then the three n's 
are homotopy equivalences (Proposition 1.6) . So the homo-
topical properties of the fibration p: E B are trans-
3c Ic Ic lated via n to those of p: E B and vice versa. In 
many cases, this fact enables us to assume a fibration to be 
in the category CG, without losing generality. 
We close this section by introducing a pair of nota­
tions. Let X, y, Z be in CG. For a map f: X + Y, we 
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denote by 
f.. : and f^ :  ^
IT 
the maps defined by f^ fu) = f • u and f (v) = v • f, 
respectively. The continuity of f^  and f and the 
following lemma can be verified easily by using Theorem 
1.3 (4) (for a direct proof, see [6], p. 248). 
Lemma 1.8. If f = g: X ^  Y, then f^  = g^ :  ^Y^  
" TT TT 
and f^  - g*; ->• Z^ . If f : X -»• Y is a homotopy equi­
valence, then f ^ and f* are also homotopy equivalences. • 
* f C. The Set L (E, E') and the Space E 
From now on throughout, we work in the category CG. 
Let p: E B and p': E' B' be fixed fibrations (namely, 
p and p' satisfy the covering homotopy property for all 
spaces in CG). A map f : E ->• E ' is called a fibre-
preserving map if p(x^ ) =  ^ implies 
p'f(x^ ) = p'f(x^ ). We denote by 
L*(E, E') 
the subset of L(E, E') consisting of all fibre-preserving 
maps from E to E'. Clearly, a map f: E E' is in 
L (E, E') if and only if there is a function f: B -»• B' 
such that the diagram 
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f • E > E' 
P' 
B > B' 
commutes. In general, f is not continuous-• However, for 
example, if B is a CW-complex, then "f is continuous (see 
* 
Proposition 2.1). Let f,g 6 L (E, E'). We say that f, g 
are fibre-homotopic, and we write 
* 
f - g , 
if there is a homotopy {h^ } from f to g such that 
h^  € L (E, E' ) for all t 6 I. Then {h^ l is called a 
fibre-preserving homotopy (from f to g) . Furthermore, 
if {h^ } satisfies h^  = h^ : B ^  B' for all t 6 I, then 
{h^ } is called à vertical homotopy. For a map H: I x E E' , 
the statement that {H(t, )} is a fibre-preserving homotopy 
(resp. a vertical homotopy) is equivalent to 
H € L*(I X E, E') 
* 
where L is considered with respect to the fibration 
Id X p: I X E I X B (resp. the fibration 0 x p; i x e -»• 
{ 0 } X B) . 
Suppose p : E B and p * : E ' B are fibrations with 
the same base space B. A fibre-preserving map f: E -»• E' 
is called a fibre homotopy equivalence if f = Id: B B and 
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if there is an f € L* (E' , E) such that both of f ' • f 
and f • f' are vertically homotopic to the identity maps. 
Note that f' = Id holds. A useful criterion for f to be 
a fibre homotopy equivalence is given by the following 
theorem due to Dold ([8], p, 243). 
Theorem 1.9. Let p : E -»• B and p ' : E ' ^  B be fibra-
tions. Assume that the common base space B is a connected 
CW-complex. Then a fibre-preserving map f: E ^  E' is a 
fibre homotopy equivalence if (and only if) 
(1) f =Id: B + B, and 
-1 (2) the restriction of f to some fibre p (b) 
is a homotopy equivalence from p (b) to some 
fibre of E'. 
In Dold's proof of the theorem, the covering homotopy 
property of p and p ' is repeatedly used. However, the 
essentially needed fact is that both of p and p' satisfy 
the covering homotopy property for the spaces E and E'. 
In our case, E, E' are in CG and so the theorem holds 
for fibrations in CG. D 
Now for a fibration p' : E' ->• B' and a space X, we 
define a subspace E'^ ^^  of E'^  by 
(X) = {g e E'^ l p'g(x^ ) = p'gfXg) for all  ^X}. 
That E'is in CG can be verified easily by showing 
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that E'is a closed subset of the k-space E'^  
(= ^ L(X, E'))- Also note that if B' = b', then E'^ ^^  = 
E'%. 
Let p; B X X ^  B be the projection. For a map 
 ^ y 
f: B X X -»• E', let f: B -»• E' denote the adjoint map (i.e., 
f(b) (x) = f(bf x) ) . Then Theorem 1.3 (1) tells us that the 
maps in L(B x x, E') are in one-to-one correspondence with 
X  ^the maps in L(B, E* ) by f i >f. Observe now that the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is fibre-preserving (with respect to p and 
P ' ) ,  
(2) p'f(b, = p'f(b, x^ ) for all b € B and 
E X, 
(3) p'(f(b)(x^ )) = p'(f(b)(X2)) for all b € B and 
x^ fXg 6 X, and 
(4) f(b) 6 E' for all . b 6 B. 
Then the equivalence of (1) and (4) gives the following. 
Proposition 1.10. Regard B x x as a fibre space by 
the projection B x x + B. Then the following equivalences 
(denoted < >) hold. 
(1) f 6 L*(B X X, E') E'^ )^). 
(2) {h^ :^ B X X ^  E' is a fibre-preserving homo-
topy if and only if {h^ } : B E ' is a homo-
* 
topy; hence, for f,g € L (B x x, E'), 
17 
f * g; B X X E' f = B ^  • 
The significance of Proposition 1.10 is that, in the 
case of a product fibre space, it enables us to reduce the 
problems on fibre-preserving maps to the problems on usual 
maps. In order to state a consequence of Proposition 1.10 
in a convenient form, we introduce a notation. Let 
g,h: -»• Y be maps such that g| 31^  = h| 91^ , where 
= I X X I is the n-cube and 31^  is the boundary 
of I^ . Using the equality 31^ *1 = 3(1* x i) = 3i% x i U 
I* X 31, define a map d(g,h) ; Y by 
This map is called the separation map of g, h, and has the 
property that 
where 0 denotes a constant map. Then the next corollary 
follows easily from Proposition 1.10. 
h(u) if (u,t) 6 I* X 1 . V. 
d(g, h) - 0 4=^  g = h rel 31 ,n 
Corollary 1.11. Regard I* x p as a fibre space by 
the projection I* x p -»• Then the following 'equiva­
lences' hold. 
(1) f € L (31* X p, E') has ap. extension 
18 
f 6 L (I^xF, E') if and only if 
f = 0: 91^  ^  
(2) Suppose that f 6 L (91^  xF, E') has two 
* n 
extensions f*,f" 6 L (I xp, E'). Then 
f ' * f" rel 91^  X F <=> d(f •, f") - 0: 91^ "^  ^^ E' . 0 
i P 
The expression "a fibration F -»• E B" will be used to 
-1 
mean "a fibration p: E -j- B with fibre F = p (b^ ) and 
inclusion map i: F -»• E". 
i P 
Proposition 1.12. For a fibration F E B and a 
Y (Y) P 
space X, F ->-E -»-B is a fibration, where p is the 
map defined by p(u) = pu(X) (= pu{x^ )) . 
Proof. Let K be an arbitrary space (in CG), and 
suppose that there are given a map f^  and a homotopy 
{g^ ,^ as indicated in the next diagram, such that p • f^  = g^ : 
f^  
K X X > E 
TT P 
{gtî 
K > B 
Define the second diagram by letting IT be the projection 
and f^  the adjoint map of f^ . Theorem 1.3 (1) guarantees 
the continuity, of f^ . That pf^  = g^ ir holds is easily 
verified. Then, since p is a fibration, the map f^  
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extends to a homotopy {f^ } such that pf^  = g^ ir. But this 
relation indicates that {f^ } is a fibre-preserving, homctopy 
with respect to tt and p. Hence, its adjoint {f^ }^ is 
Let F -»• E -5- B be a fibration where B is path-
connected. We recall the action of b^ ) on the fibre 
F. Suppose that a € ir^ (B, b^ ) is represented by a closed 
path X: I B, X(0) = X (1) = b^ . By the covering homotopy 
property of p, we find a homotopy H: I x f E such that 
H(0, x) = X (x € F) and such that the following diagram 
(left) commutes (and, hence, the adjoint diagram (right) 
does). 
a homotopy with the image in E (see Proposition 1.10) 
( X) 
A simple verification shows that {f^ }: K E ^ ' covers 
{g. }. Therefore, p: E B is a fibration. Clearly, 
1 P 
I 
K 
•> E 
P 
Define h^ : F p ^ (X(t)) by h^ (x) = H(t, x) . Then the 
following facts are well known (see [30], p. 101). 
Le*mna 1.13 « 
(1) For each t, h^ : F p~^ (X(t)) is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
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(2) The homotopy class [h^ ] of h^ : F ^  p = F 
is determined only by a € b^ ). 
(3) The correspondence a\—»[h^ ] defines a homo-
mo rphism 
0: ÏÏ (^B, B^) -> E(F) 
where s(F) is the group consisting of all the 
homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences F F 
with the product given by 'composition'. D 
The homomorphism 0 is called the action of b^ ) 
on F. 
P 
Proposition 1.14. Let F E B be a fibration. 
Let 0: ir^ (B, b^ ) £ (F) be the action of %^ (B, b^ ) on F. 
Then homotopy equivalences u,v: F -s- F are in the same 
C F) path-component of if and only if 
[u • v ] € Image 9 
where v ^  is a homotopy inverse of v and [u • v is 
-1 the homotopy class of the composition u • v 
Proof. For maps a,b: F ^  F, we use,temporarily, the 
notation 'a ~ b' to mean that a and b are in the same 
path component of E^ ^^ . We show that the following state­
ments are equivalent: 
(1) [u • v = 0(a) for some a G %^ (B, b^ ), 
-1 (2) u • V ~ Id (where Id is the identity map of F) , 
and 
(3) u ~ V. 
Look at the two diagrams preceding Lemma 1.13. Each of them 
defines the other (see Proposition 1.10 (1)). Then, by the 
definition of 0(a), we can easily see that statements (1) 
and (2) are equivalent. Now assume (2). The map v^ : E^ ^^  
(F) -1 -1 E sends u • v and Id to u • v • v and v, respec-
-1 -1 tively. Hence, u • v • v ~ v. But, clearly u • v • v - u. 
Therefore, (3) holds. Similarly, that (3) implies (1) can 
be seen by using the map (v E^ ^^  ^E^ ^^  . • 
P 
Definition 1.15. A fibration F E ^  B (B path-
connected) is called an orientable fibration if the action 
of 'ir^ (B, b^ ) on F is trivial. 
Consider the homotopy exact sequence associated to the 
F rp) P 
fibration F  ^E -»• B ; 
n^+1 "p P* 
***^^n+l^®' b©) ^ '!T^(F , Id) , i) (B, b©) • 
where is given by the composition of 
"n+l'®' bj pF I Id, . 
In particular, is defined in the following way (see 
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[30], p. 377). Let a 6 b^ ) be represented by a 
~ /p\ 
closed path X; I -»• B. Take a covering path X: I -»• E 
of X such that X(0) = Id: F ^  F c E. Then, is 
P " defined to be the path-component of F containing X(l). 
Now go back to the diagrams preceding Lemma 1.13. We can 
take H as X. Hence, 
A^ (a) = the path component of F^  containing H(l), 
0(a) = the homotopy class F F containing H(l) . 
Then, by Theorem 1.3 (1), we find that A^ (a) contains the 
identity map if and only if 9(a) does; hence, is 
trivial if and only if 6 is also. Then, the exactness of 
i) Tr^ (B, b^ ) Tr^ (P , Id) 
gives the following result. 
i P 
Proposition 1.16. Let F E B be a fibration such 
that B is path-connected. Then the fibration is orientable 
if and only if 
P*: Tr^ (E^ ^^ , i) ->• •ir^ (B, b^ ) 
is an epiroorphism. G 
Now we shall look at the action of i) on 
^^ (E^ )^, i), n ^  1. For convenience, we shall say that 
a based map f: (X, x^ ) (Y, y^ ) induces the trivial 
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ir^ -action if the image of f*: "ir^ CX, x^ ) -> ir^ CY, y^ ) acts 
trivially on y^ ) for all n > 1. If (Y, y^ ) ir. 
an H-space, then Id: (Y, y^ ) (Y, y^ ) induces the trivial 
ITaction, or aquivalently (Y, y^ ) is n-simple for all 
n ^  1. The proof of this well-known fact is based on the 
multiplication m: Y x y -»• Y. The next lemma can be proved 
by the same method. 
Lemma 1.17. Let f: (X, x^ ) (Y, y^ ) be a based map. 
Suppose that there is a map m: Y x X Y such that 
m(y, x^ ) = y and m(y^ , x) = f(x). 
Then f induces the trivial action. • 
i P 
Corollary 1.18. Let F E B be a fibration and 
let £; X ->• F be a homotopy equivalence. Then the map 
ijtî (F^ , £) -»• i • e) induces the trivial -action. 
(y) 
Hence, if B is simply connected, then E is n-simple 
for all n ^  1. 
X i^r X 
Proof. Consider the maps (X^ , Id) (F , e) -»• 
f y\ (E ^ , i • e). Because induces an isomorphism of the 
fundamental groups (see Lemma 1.8), it suffices to show that 
i^  • induces the trivial ir ^ -action. Consider the map 
C: X x^  ^  E^ ^^  given by C(u, v) = u • v (for the con­
tinuity of C, see Theorem 1.3). C satisfies the properties: 
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C(u, Id) = u and C(i • £, v) = i • e • v = i^ e^ (v) . 
Hence, by Lemma 1.17, induces the trivial TT ^ -action. 
X For the second assertion, note that (i^ )*: n^ (F , e) 
i • £) is epimorphic if B is simply connected. • 
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II. OBSTRUCTIONS TO EXTENDING 
FIBRE-PRESERVING MAPS 
i P 
Throughout this chapter, F E B denotes a fixed 
fibration such that B is a connected CW-complex. For a 
subset K c B, the subset p (^K) of E will be denoted 
by Ej,. If e^  is an n-dimensional cell of the CW-complex 
B, we shall call E—^  the n-block over e ^  where is 
the closure of e^ . 
In Section A, we study the topology of E through its 
blocks. It will be seen that the relationship between the 
space E and the collection {E —} of its blocks is very 
analogous to the relationship between a CW-coinplex and the 
collection of its closed cells. A notion of a character­
istic map for a block will be introduced in Section B and 
used to characterize the 'local' extensibility of a fibre-
preserving map (Proposition 2.9). Section C describes our 
approach to the main problems on the extensions of fibre-
preserving maps. The central result is Theorem 2.14. Some 
results on the extensibility in the lowest dimension are 
proved in Section D. 
A. The Topology of a Fibre Space over 
a CW-Complex 
Proposition 2.1. The map p: E -»• B is an identifica­
tion map; namely, a subset K of B is closed whenever 
p ^ (K) is closed. 
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Proof. Let K be a subset of B such that p (K) 
is closed. In order to prove that K is closed, it suffices 
to show that K fl is closed for every cell e^  of B, 
n ^  1. Let Tf»: ->• be a characteristic map for an 
arbitrary cell e^  (n 1) . We consider the following 
diagram: 
* 
TT ! s 1 p 
] rn 
where ir is the fibration induced from p by ili, and ip is 
the canonical fibre-preserving map over if;. Since is 
contractible, tt admits a cross section s: -»• 
IT • s = Id. Let K* = K n ë^ . From the continuity and 
surjectivity of it follows that 
Tfi c = K'. 
However, ij; is a closed map and, hence, (^K') is a 
closed set containing K•. Therefore, 
=  K '  .  
On the other hand, 
-%T -TT 
ij) ip (^K') = ipirs Tp -^(K') 
= p# 3,r^ (K') 
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% ZT 
c p ^ isip (K' ) (continuity of s^) 
~-ï 
c p p (K') (commutativity of the diagram) 
= p p"^ (K') (p"^ (K') = p"^ (K) n E-n is 
closed) 
= K' . 
Therefore, W = K'. 0* 
From this proposition, it follows that if f; E E* 
is a fibre-preserving map (where E' is an arbitrary fibre 
space), then f induces a continuous mapping of the base 
spaces. However, when B is not a CW-complex, this asser­
tion and Proposition 2.1 are generally not true even if B 
is path-connected. A counter-example for the proposition 
is the fibration of the half-line [0, °°) onto the 'Polish 
circle' (see [30], p. 77). 
Proposition 2.2. E has the weak topology with respect 
to the collection {E —} of blocks; that means, a subset 
M of E is closed if M D E — is closed for every E —. 
r 
Proof. Let M be a subset of E such that M fl E — 
is closed for every E —. Recall that all spaces, in partie-G 
ular E, are assumed to be (Hausdorff) k-spaces. So it 
suffices to prove that, for any compact subset S of E, 
M n S is closed. If S is a compact set of E, then 
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p(S) is a contact set of B and is contained in the union 
of a finite number of closed cells; 
-ni M .. .. p(S) c U U e. k 
Then, 
S CE U ••• U E 
®  1  e _ K  ,  
k 
and, hence. 
k 
M n S = u (M n E _ ) n s. 
i=i 
i 
Therefore, M D s is closed. • 
Remark. In general, if E is not a k-space. Proposi­
tion 2.2 is not true. Dowker [9] constructed CW-conplexes 
B and F such that the (cartesian) product complex B F 
is not a CW-complex. It is not difficult to show that 
Proposition 2.2 is false for the trivial fibration B F^B. 
However, if B is a locally finite CW-complex, then the 
proposition is always true. 
Let {h^ } be a homotopy defined on a space X with 
the range in some space. A point x^  6 X is said to be 
stable under {h^ } if h^ (x^ ) is constant as a function of 
t 6 I. A fibration is called a regular fibration if any 
homotopy {g^ } from an arbitrarily given space X to the 
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base space has a lift {f^ } with a prescribed initial map 
and also with the requirement that those points of X which 
are stable under be stable under {f^ }. We call such 
a homotopy {f^ }^ a regular covering homotopy over {g^ .^ A 
fibration is not necessarily a regular fibration (see [37]). 
However, a fibration with a metrizable base space is always 
regular ([23], [37]). 
* * * 
Lemma 2.3. Let p : E ->• B be a fibration, and let 
* 
K be a strong deformation retract of B . Then there is a 
* * . —1 
fibre-preserving map R: E E^  ^ (= P (K) ) such that the 
restriction 
, * * * 
* 
is fibre homotopic to the identity map. If p is a regular 
fibration, R can be chosen as a retraction (i.e., 
R| E* = Id) . 
Proof. By the assumption on K, there is a homotopy 
{g^ }; B* -»• B such that g^  = Id, g^ (B ) c K and g^ (x) =x 
* * 
for X € K. Let {f^ }: E E be a covering homotopy over 
the homotopy {g^  • p*} : E B* such that f^  = the iden­
tity map of E . By the properties of {g^ } we see: 
f^ (E*) C E* and- f^ (E^ ) c E^  for all t 6 I. 
* * * 
Note that {f I E }: E E is a fibre-preserving homotopy 
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since p = g^ p . Then, R = is the desired map. 
If p* is a regular fibration, we can assume {f^ }^ 
to be a regular covering homotopy. Then, since each point 
X s is stable under {g^  • p }, x must be stable also 
under {f^ }; hence, R(x) = f^ (x) = = x. • 
Using the preceding lemma, we prove the following prop­
erty of a block E— of E. Let E' denote an arbitrary 
fibre space. 
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that a fibre-preserving map 
f^ : E— E' and a fibre-preserving homotopy {g^ }: Eg ^  E' 
(where e = ¥ - e) are given with the condition g^  = f^ | E^ . 
Then f^  can be extended to a fibre-preserving homotopy 
{f^ }: E—  ^E' so that g^  = f^ | Eg. In other words, the 
pair (E —, Eg) satisfies the fibre-preserving homotopy 
* 
extension property (abbreviated H EP). 
Proof. Consider the diagram: 
G E— X I 3 E — X 0 LIE. XI —> E' 
e e e 
p X Id p X Id 
e  X  I  o  e  X  O U ê  x  i  
where G is the map defined by the obvious way from f o 
and {g^ }. Note that ë x  o U  ê x  i is a strong deformation 
retract of e x i (see [30], p. 400) and that p x Id is 
a regular fibration since e x i is metrizable. Hence, by 
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the previous lemma/ there is a fibre-preëerving retraction 
R:S— xi-»-E— X 0 U E, % I. Then the extension G • R of 
e e e 
G gives us the desired extension {f^ } of f^  and {g^ }.0 
The next proposition follows from Proposition 2.4 and 
Proposition 2.2, by using induction. 
Proposition 2.5. If K is a subcomplex of B, the 
pair (E, E^ ) satisfies the H*EP. • 
Corollary 2.5. Let K be a subcomplex of B, and 
suppose fibre-preserving maps f,g:  ^E* are fibre 
* 
homotopic (i.e., f = g) . Then, if f has a fibre-preserv-
ing extension E + E', so does g. • 
B. Characteristic Maps for Blocks 
Let e^  be an n-cell of B, n ^  1, and let  ^
e^  c B be a characteristic map for e^ . By the contracti-
bility of and the covering homotopy property of the 
fibration p: E B, there is a map (j): Ec E^ ^^  
e 
such that 
—  ^ n (1) p ' (= a characteristic map for e ) , and 
(2) <p (I ) is contained in the path-component of 
/p\ 
E containing the inclusion map i; F E. 
Note that if u and i are in the same path component of 
f F) E , then u is a homotopy equivalence from F to some 
fibre p (b) (this fact can be seen easily by Lemma 1.13 
(D). 
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Definition 2.7. We call a map satisfying 
the above (1) and (2) a characteristic map for the block 
E-n • 
Let us look at the role of a characteristic map for a 
block in an example. Suppose that B is the n-sphere 
= e° U e^ . Since 6^ =6, E itself is a block. Let 
<t> be a characteristic map for E. Prom the diagram: 
(E , pF) 
(I*, 91*) 2iL_> (s*, e°) , 
it is easy to see that <j) | 31* represents the element 
X(p) 6 Î(XQ)) (XQ € *"l(e°) = 91*) 
which is the image of the generator [t/>] 6 n^ S^*, e°) under 
the boundary homomorphism in the exact sequence; 
p  ^ P* n^ 
' " + (F , * (x^ ) ) Tr^ (E^  % <i)(x^ )) -».Tr^ (B, b^ ) -4-
Tr^ _L(F^ , Î(XQ ) ) - ^ - - -
If (|)j 31* - 0: 31* -*• (i.e., = 0), we find easily a 
cross section S: B -»• E^ ^^  ; b^ ->• ^ (Xq) • Then the adjoint 
map S: S^  X F E is a fibre homotopy equivalence (by 
Theorem 1.9). It is also true that if there is a fibre 
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homotopy equivalence x F E, then ç | 91^  = 0: 81^ ->F^ . 
To apply the notion of characteristic maps for blocks 
to the extension problem of fibre-preserving maps, the 
following elementary lemma is needed. 
Lemma 2.8. Let x p -j- be the adjoint map of 
a characteristic map  ^ E_^  ^. Then cj) can be factored 
e 
as 
h  ^(I^xF, SI^ X F) ^  (g*, 95^) ^  (E_^ , E ^ ) 
e ê 
where is a fibre space over is the part of 
over 31^ , and h^ ijl are fibre-preserving maps with the 
following properties: 
(1) h is a fibre homotopy equivalence, and 
(2) ip is a relative homeomorphism; i.e., ^  is onto 
and maps - 3homeomorphically onto 
\n - V 
Proof. Let ip = p • -*• . By definition, ip is 
a characteristic map for e^ , i.e., a relative homeomorphism 
from (I^ , 31^ ) onto (ë^  , ê^ ) . Let ir: -»• be the 
fib ration induced by ip from p: E_^  ^ e, and let if); Ç 
E-n be the canonical fibre-preserving map over ip. Namely, 
= {(s, z) € I^ xE_n 1  (^s) = p( 2 ) } .  
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n((S, 2)) = S, 
Tp((Sr Z) ) = Z. 
Define h: x p ^  by h{s, x) = (s, <Î>(S/ x) ) . Then 
h is a fibre-preserving map such t±iat 9 = ^ 'h. By condi­
tion (2) in the definition of a characteristic map (p, the 
restriction of (j> on each fibre s x p is a homotopy equi­
valence from s X F to some fibre of . Then property 
(1) follows from Theorem 1.9. To see property (2), first 
note that is onto and the restriction of ip is a one-
to-one map of onto E—„ - E . So it suffices 
e |.n 
to show that ip is a closed map. Indeed, this can be 
proved easily from the following facts. Since is com­
pact, the projection x E—^  n is a closed map; and 
is a closed subset of x E—y, . D 
e 
Suppose now that there is given a fibre-preserving map 
f ; E E ' where E ' is any fibre space. We wish to know 
ê"" * 
when f has an extension f ' Ç L (E—n , E ' ) and when two 
e  ^
extensions f, f" are fibre homotopic rel E . Let 9 9 
ê* 
denote the restriction 91 of a characteristic map  ^
for the block E—n / and let fj^ : ->-E' denote the 
map induced by f. Then the next proposition gives us the 
answers. 
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Proposition 2.9 
f has 
only if 
* (1) an extension f 6 L (E_n/ E ' ) if and 
e 
fa "3* = 0: 31^ E'(F). 
(2) Two extensions f',f" € L (E_n/ E') of f are 
e 
fibre homotopic if and only if 
d(f; f%' 0) = 0: 91**1 4. E' 
IT TT 
where d(a, b) denotes the separation map of 
a,b: I* -5- E'(F). 
To prove the proposition, factor the adjoint map ip as 
stated in the preceding lemma, and consider the diagram; 
X : \ 
I* X F >  ^ > E-n 
e 
U u u ^ 
31^  X F ——> —^> E.^  ——> E' 
e-' 
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where 3h, 3ijj, 3(J) are the restrictions of h, ip, cp, 
respectively. Then the assertion follows from Corollary 1.11 
and the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.10. 
(1) If f • 3<j) has an extension g' 6 L (I^ xF, E*) , 
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then f has an extension f € L E') such 
e 
that f and g' are fibre-homotopic. 
(2) Suppose that f ,f" 6 L (E—n, E') are extensions 
of f. If (j) • f ' and (j) • f" are fibre homo-
topic rel 31^  xF, then f and f" are fibre 
homotopic rel E.^ . 
e 
Proof. 
(1) Let h':  ^ X F be a vertical homotopy 
* * 
inverse of h; h -h' = Id, h' «h = Id (verti­
cally homotopic). For a given extension g' of 
f • 3^ , clearly, g' « h' € L E'). Observe 
that the restriction of g' • h' to is 
fibre homotopic (in fact, vertically homotopic) 
to f • 3^ ; 
3(g' • h') = (3g').(3h') = (f • 34)) • {3h') 
= f • aij; • 3h • 3h* = f ' 3$. 
Then, since (Ç^ , 3Ç^ ) has the H EP (see Propo­
sition 2.4), f " sip must have an extension (in 
L*(Ç^ , E*)) which is fibre homotopic to g' * h'. 
Now the assertion follows easily from the fact 
i?: (Ç^ , 3Ç^ ) -»• (E_n, E.n) is a relative homeo-
e e 
morphism (see Lemma 2.8). 
(2) It may be enough to mention, without further 
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comment, that assertion (2) can be reduced to 
(l)y if we consider the following diagram: 
(I*xF) X I bxid> JE_nX I 
e 
u u u 
Q 
(3I*XF) xiu(I^ xF) x3i; >3S^ xiu&^ x3i >E^ nxIUE_^ ix3i > E' 
where G is the map given by G(z, 0) = f' (z) , 
G(z, 1) = f"{z), G(w, t) = f• (z) for z € E-_n, 
e 
w€E.nf t 6 I. • 
e 
C. Extensions of Fibre-preserving Maps 
We are now in a position to investigate our main prob­
lems about fibre-preserving extensions of a given fibre-
preserving map f as indicated in the following picture: 
E rj E, -^> E ' 
A 
1®' 
B B' 
where p and p' are fibrations and = p~^ (A) , A c b. 
We assume that A is a connected subcomplex #) of B. 
For an integer n ^  0, let B^  denote the n-skeleton 
of B. For n > 1, we will use the following notations: 
B® = B*^  U A, 
= p"^ (B^ ) . 
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However, for n = 0, we will use 
B ° = T (A) , 
ËQ = P"^ (B°) 
where T(A) is a fixed 'maximal tree mod A' in B, that is, 
a connected subcomplex as in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.11. There is a subcomplex T{A) of B such 
that B° U A c T (A) c B^  U A and such that A is a strong 
deformation retract of T(A) . 
Proof. Let S be a maximal tree in A and extend it 
to a tree T c B^  containing all vertices of B and 
T n A = S (cf. [30], p. 139). It is easy to see that S 
is a strong deformation retract of T. Then A is a strong 
deformation retract of T(A) = A U T. • 
* 
Proposition 2.12. Any f € L (E^ , E') has an extension 
f € L (Ë^ , E'). If f',f" € L (Ê^ , E') are extensions of 
f, then they are fibre homotopic rel E^ . 
Proof. Since A is a strong deformation retract of 
B ° (= T (A) ) , there is a fibre-preserving map R: Ë  ^E O A 
îfc 
such that Rj E^  - Id: E^  + E^  (Lemma 2.3) . Let g = 
I * f • (R| E^ ) . Then, g = f : E^  -»• E', and g has the extension 
* _ 
f • R € L (E^ , E'). By Corollary 2.6, then f must also 
have an extension f' € L (Ë^ , E'). The second assertion is 
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quite similar by using the fact that B°x3lU A x i 
(= T(A) X ÔIU A X I) is a strong deformation retract of B ° % i 
(for this fact, see [22], p. 33). • 
* 
For a given f € L (E^ , E') , we say 'f is n-extensible' 
* (ci ' \  *  — if f has an extension in L (E^ , E'). Let f 6L (E^ , E*) 
be an arbitrary extension of f. If f is n-extensible, 
then by Proposition 2.12 and by Corollary 2.6, f^ ®^  is also 
n-extensible. So we can replace our starting point f by 
f(°). Thus, the inçortant step in solving our main problems 
is to find answers to the following questions. Given 
g 6 L (E^ , E') (n ^  0), what is the obstruction to extending 
g to in a fibre-preserving way? If g',g" € 
* 
L are extensions of g, what is the condition for 
them to be fibre homotopic rel The answers will be 
given in Theorem 2.14 below. 
First, we recall the definition and the properties of 
'separation homomorphisms' defined by J. H. C. Whitehead 
[38]. Suppose that h,k: (X, x^ ) (Y, y^ ) are based maps 
such that h I = k I X , where X is a path-connected 
' o ' o o 
subset of X and x^  € X^ . The separation homomorphism of 
the pair (h, k), 
A(h, k) : Tr^ (X, X^ , x^ ) -»• y^ ) (n > 1) 
is defined as follows. Let a € Tr^ (X, X^ , x^ ) be repre­
sented by a based map a: (I^ , 31^ , *) (X, X^ , x^ ) . Then 
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A(h, k)(a) € y^) is defined to be the homotopy class 
of the based map 
b: 31^ "'"^  = 91^  X I U X 31 ^  Y 
given by 
Iha(u) = ka(u) if (u, t) € 91^  x i ha(u) if (u, 0) 6 X 0 ka(u) if (u, 1) € X i, 
— I T 
where 91 is furnished with an appropriate orientation. 
Note that, in our previous notation (used in Corollary 1.11), 
we can write b = d(h*a, k*a). Also note that 7t^ (X,X^ ,x^ ) 
has no group structure. 
Leitima 2.13. (See [38], Appendix.) 
(1) The above A(h, k) is well defined, and for 
n ^  2 it is a homomorphism. 
(2) If h - k rel X^ , then A(h, k) = 0. 
(3) If g,h,k: (X, x^ ) -»• (Y, y^ ) coincide on X^ , 
then 
A(g, h) + A(h, k) = A(g, k) . 
(4) The following diagram is commutative: 
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7r^ (X, x^ ) 
g* 
where q is the injection (X, x^ , x^ ) -> 
(X, x^ ) . 
(5) For n ^  2, A(h, k) is a x^ )-homomorph-
ism; that means, 
A(h, k) (a^ ) = (A(h, k) (a))^  
for a 6 n^ (X, X^ , Xg), g € TT^ (X^ , x^ ), where 
the action of (X^  ^x^ ) on y^ ) is 
considered via the homomorphism 
h*(=k*) : ]r^ (X^ , x^ ) ^  y^ ) . • 
Now we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.14. Let g 6 L (E^ , E' ) , n ^  0. 
(1) g is (n+1)-extensible if and only if the compo­
sition 
r(g): Ë^ '^, i) ! , i) u) 
is trivial (where u = g] F). 
* __ (2) Suppose that g',g" € L E') are extensions 
of g. Then they are fibre homotopic rel if 
and only if the separation homomorphism 
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A'9«' 3-)= ' il ' u) 
is trivial. 
Proof. 
* _ (1) Suppose g' € L E') is an extension of g 
Then r(g) =0 follows immediately from the 
diagram; 
S 
%+l'^ n+i' i) i) *> u) 
(gi) 
To prove the converse assertion, let e n+1 be 
an arbitrary (n+1)-cell of B - A, and let 
*) ' i-x) a 
characteristic map for the block E_^ 2^ , where 
® X 
—fp) 
" 4s(*) € E^  We may assume that i, is 
connected with i by a path W in E 
Consider now the following diagram: 
?(F) 
n 
Vl'^ nS'^r ' i x ' ' ^ A ' —  
i"# w„ (gji * w) If T 
where u^  = g 'i%, and the vertical arrows are the 
isomorphisms induced from the respective paths. 
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By assumption^  the composition (g^ )* » 3 in the 
lower part is trivial and, hence, by commutativity, 
(g*)* • 3 in the upper part is also trivial. In 
.% 
particular, the element € "'^ n+l^ n^+l'^ n^  ^,i%) 
is carried to 0, i.e., 
/V 3 iÇji) * 
[4^ ] [3#^ ] —-—> 0. 
Thus, g. • (3*%) = 0: 31^ ^^  ^  E'^ )^ ^^ d, by 
Proposition 2.9, g can be extended over 
u E_n+1. Noting that E_n+i H E_n+1 ^  \ for 
A 
any two different (n+1)-cells e, , e in B - A, 
A U 
and that has the weak topology with respect 
to the blocks (Proposition 2.2), we obtain the 
result. 
(2) If g' * g" rel Ë^ , then gi = gg: E' , 
rel (see Lemma 1.8). Hence, by Lemma 2.13(2), 
we have A(gi, gII) = 0. ÎT Tt 
The proof of the converse part is quite similar to 
the proof of (1) by Proposition 2.9(2). D 
D. 1-extensibility 
Let 9: %^ (B, b^ ) £ (F) c ir^ (F^ , Id) be the action of 
7r^ (B, b^ ) on the fibre F where e (F) denotes the collec­
tion of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences F -» F 
(see Lemma 1.13). 
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Proposition 2.15. Let f € L (E^ , E') and let u= f j F. 
Then f is 1-extensible if and only if 
e _ (uj * 
b^ ) ^  %Q(F", Id) ir^  (E ' , u) 
is trivial. In particular, if p: E + B is an orientable 
* 
fibration (i.e., 9=0), any f € L (E^ , E') is 1-extensible. 
Proof. There is an extension € L (Ë^ , E') of f, 
and the 1-extensibility of f is equivalent to that of 
(o) So, by Theorem 2.14, it suffices to show: 
r(f(°)) = 0 (Ua) * ' 6 = 0, (*) 
Recall that the action 0 can be identified with the bound­
ary function 9: ir^ (E^ ^^ , F", i) -»• Tr^ (F^ , Id) (see the proof 
of Proposition 1.16). Then the equivalence (*) follows 
easily from the next commutative diagram: 
r * fp) p 
tt^ (B, b^ )<— 7r^ (E^^^ ,F^ ,i) 
t T 3 = 0 
onto _ 
7ri(Bl,bo)<^  TT^  (Ëj^  ^,F^ ,i)% Tr^ (F^ ,Id) 
onto 
(Ujt) 
(F) Tr^ (B^ ,B°)<-^  %l(EjF) ,EjF) ,i)-^ >TT^ (E^ )^ ,i)—= >%Q(E' ,u) 
1 Î 
r(f(°)) 
where the unlabelled arrows are the homomorphisms (or 
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functions) induced from the injections. Recall that B 
is connected and so b^ ) -»• B ° ) is onto. 0 
Proposition 2.16. Assume that the fibres of both the 
fibrations p: E-^ B, p ' : E ' B' have the same homotopy 
type, and let u: F ^  F' (= p' ^ (b^ )) be a homotopy equi­
valence. Then u has a fibre-preserving extension E' 
if and only if for each a 6 n^ fB, b^ ) there is 
g € (B ', b^ ) such that the diagram 
F —H—> p: 
a 
F —H—> F' 
commutes in the homotopy sense where a, F are the homotopy 
equivalences determined from a, 3/ respectively. 
Proof. In fact, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) u is 1-extensible, 
(2) (Uaia'G: Tr^ (B, b^ ) Id) ^  Tr^ (E'u) 
is trivial, 
(3) for any a € IT^(B, b^ ) , u • cT and u are in 
(F) the same path-component of E' , and 
(4) for any a € Tr^ (B, b^ ), u • a = 3 • u for some 
6 € %i(B', b^ ). 
That (l)Ci^ {2) follows from the preceding proposition. 
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(2)C=^ (3) is clear. (3)4^ (4) is from Proposition 1.14. • 
In particular, consider the case where p and p' are 
the same. 
Corollary 2.17. A homotopy equivalence u: F -»• F has 
a fibre-preserving extension  ^E if and only if the 
homotopy class [u] is in the normalizer of 9{Tr^ {B, b^ )) 
in e(F) . 
In fact, by the proposition, 1-extensibility of u is 
equivalent to that [u • a • u is in Im 0 for any 
â = 0(a) . • 
Let us look at a simple example. Let 
S = S = the set of complex numbers with norm 1. 
Define P^ : -»• by P^ (e^ ®) = e^ ®^. Then P^  is a 
fibration (i.e., n-fold covering map). The fibre over the 
base point 1 € is given by 
i 
F = {a^ , ai,---, a^  = e 
(k = 0, 1,•••, n-1). 
£(F) is the permutation group of F and, as is easily seen, 
the action 9: 1) £ (F) is given by 
6(1) = i.e., 6(1) (aj^ ) 
ai, ag,'"', a^  a^  k - n. 
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si = 
•'= (TZ) CZZ) 
where i € ir^ CS^ , 1) is the generator represented by the 
closed path t Thus, Im 0 is the cyclic group of 
order n generated by 8(i). For n >_ 4, Im 6 is not 
a normal subgroup. So, not all permutations of F are 
1-extensible. However, for n _< 3, Im 6 is normal (since 
index [e(F) : Im 6] = nl/n _< 2) and every permutation 
u: F -»• F is 1-extensible. The above figure indicates the 
a , a, , 3-2 
case where n = 3 and u = [ ). Observe that u 
2^' ^ 1 
has a fibre-preserving extension. 
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III. COHOMOLOGICaL EXPRESSION OF THE OBSTRUCTIONS 
In this chapter an anology and/or generalization of the 
classical obstruction theory will be established; namely, for 
* _ 
a given g 6 L (E^ , E'), n ^  1, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for g [ E^ _^  to be (n+1) -extensible will be formu­
lated in the cohomological language. Then the procedure in 
the classical theory can be followed, verbatim, leading to 
several results in the case of fibre-preserving maps. 
Throughout the chapter we shall assume : 
Assumption I. The fibration "p: E ^  B is orientable, 
and 
( F )  
Assumption II. The space (E' , u) is n-simple 
where u = g| F. 
For example, if E' is a fibre space over a simply connected 
space B', and u: F F' (where F' is a fibre in E') is 
a homotopy equivalence, then Assumption II is satisfied 
(see Corollary 1.18). Another example is the case where 
E' is an H-space and a fibre space over the singleton space 
B' = {b^ .^ Note that if n = 1, then %^ (E'(^ ), u) is an 
abelian group. 
A. A Modification of %^ (X, X^ , x^ ) 
For € X^  c X, the fact that •rr^ (X, X^ , x^ ) has no 
group structure is inconvenient. So we shall define the 
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following group ; 
nj(X, Xg), V = x^ )/[i*Tr^ (X^ , x^ ) ] 
where [i*%^ (Xg, x^ )] denotes the minimal normal subgroup 
of n^ (X, x^ ) containing the image of i*: (X^ , x^ ) -» 
ir^ (X, x^ ) (i.e., [i^ ir^ (X^ , x^ )] is the intersection of all 
normal subgroups of n^ (X, x^ ) containing Im i* (i being 
the inclusion map X^  c X)). 
If f : (X, X^, x^ ) -»• (y, Y^ , t^ ) is a map, then the 
homomorphism f*: Tr^ (X, x^ ) n^ (Y, y^ ) defines a unique 
homomorphism of the quotient groups 
f..: %i(X' Xo' ==0' * *!(?' ^ o' ^ o' 
in the obvious way. Furthermore, 
Lemma 3.1. 
(1) Let p: E -»• B be any fib ration such that 
p*: ïï^ (E, *) -*• T^ (B, b^ ) is epimorphic, and 
let K be a subset of B containing b^ . 
Then p* induces the isomorphism 
p**: %j(2, Ejç) = Tr£(B, K) . 
(2) Let X and its subset X^  be path-connected. 
Then the Hurewicz homomorphism h : n^ fX, x^ ) -» 
H^ (X) induces an epimorphism h': 7r£(X, X^ ) 
H^ (X, X^ ) and the kernel of h' is the 
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commutator subgroup of n^ (X, X^ ) 
Proof. 
(1) Consider the following diagram 
1^(2%) 
-> %i(E) 
-> îr^ (K) 
-> 
P** 
%J(E, E%) > %J(B, K) 
where g denotes the canonical homomorphism. 
Clearly, p*: IT^ (E) ^  induces the epi-
morphism p** indicated in the diagram. To 
show that it is monomorphic, suppose p** (cT) = 1 
where a = q(a) , a 6 7r^ (E). Then p*(a) belongs 
to the normal subgroup [Im z*], and so we can 
write 
n __T _ _ 
p*(a) = n (x • y, • X, ) 
k=l  ^  ^
for some 6 ir^ C^B) and  ^€ im T*. Choose 
x^  € TT^ CE) and y^  6 Im i* so that p*(x^ ) = Xj^  
— ^ -1 
and p*(yj^ ) = y^ ,^ and let g = ïï (Xj^  * * 
k=l 
Then p*(3) = P*(a) and, hence, a 3  ^ker p* = 
Im I* c Im i*; i.e., a = y • 3 for some y € Im i*. 
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Hence, a 6 [Im i*] and so a = 1. 
(2) The proof of (2) is quite similar to (1) by using 
the following diagram: 
[Tr^ (X), Tr^ (X)] 
"I'V 
iL 
onto Bl'Xo) 
ir^ (X, X^ ) h' 
onto 
•> H^ (X, X^ ) 
where [ir^  (X) , ir^  (X) ] is the commutator sub­
group of Tr^ (X). Details are omitted. 0 
Now let h,k: (X, x^ ) -+ (Y, y^ ) be based maps satisfy­
ing hi X = k| X where X is a path-connected subset of 
' o ' o o 
X containing x^ . Assume that y^ ) is an abelian 
group (with the multiplication denoted +). Then, 
h*-k*: n^ (X, XQ) n^ (Y, y^ ) is a homomorphism and its 
kernel contains the image of i*: Tr^ (X^ , x^ ) ^  ir^ CX, x^ ) . 
Therefore, h*-k* induces a unique homomorphism A'(h, k) 
such that the diagram 
ir^ CX, x^ ) 
*i(X' Xq. V  ^ Ïq' 
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commutes. Recall now the separation function 
A(h, k) ; 7r^(X, X^, x^) ^  n^(Y, y^) 
(see Lemma 2.13). From the exactness of the sequence 
i* j * 3 
Tri(Xo) %i(X) %i(X, X^ ) ^  •^ o(V = 0 
we can easily see that the function j* induces a bijection 
from the right quotient set Tr^ (X)/Im i* onto n^ (X, X^ ). 
So there is a natural function (onto) 
q'; TT^(X, X^) ^  %^(X, X^) (= 7r (^X)/[lm i*]). 
Then from the diagram of Lemma 2.13(4) and the above dia­
gram, we find that 
%l(X, X^ )—__A(h, k) 
q' onto TTT (Y) 
Tr|(X, X^ ) k) 
commutes. Hence, A(h, k) = 0 if and only if A'(h, k) = 0 
In the next section we shall use the homomorphism A'(h, k) 
instead of the function A(h, k). 
B. The Obstruction Cocycle and the 
Difference Cochain 
We shall use the following 'chain complex' to define the 
cohomology groups of the pair (B, A) : 
 ^ B^ )  ^ B^ "^ ) ^ ••• ^ H^ (B^ , B°) 0 
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where is the singular homology and d^ ^^  is the bound­
ary homomorphism associated to the triple B^  . 
So an n-cochain c^  with coefficient group G is a homo­
morphism H^ (B^ , B^ ~^ ) -»• G, and the coboundary cochain of 
c^  is the homomorphism c^  • B^ ) -»• G. 
* _ 
For a given -g 6 L (E^ , E'), consider the diagram: 
P* 
Vl %^ n+l ,5" ,b^ ) 
where h is the Hurewicz homomorphism. Note that (g^ ) * • 9 
is the obstruction homomorphism r(g) defined in Theorem 
2.14. 
Lemma 3.2. 
(9#)* • 9 B^ ) ^  w^ E^'(F), u) 
is a well-defined homomorphism. 
Proof. Since B^ ) is n-connected, the Hurewicz 
isomorphism theorem tells us that h is an epimorphism and 
its kernel is generated by the elements of the form a -
where a 6 b", b^ ) and Ç € tt^ Cb", b^ ) .• It 
suffices to prove that each element of this type is carried 
by (g^ )* • 3 • p^  ^ onto zero in %Q^ E' , u) . Noting that 
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the orientability assumption implies the surjectivity of 
p*: ' i) b^ ), let n 6 i) be such 
that p*(Ti) = C; and let 3 = pj^  (a) € i) • 
Then, 
p*(3 - 3^) = a - QL^, i.e., pj^  (a - a^) = 3 - 3^. 
But, 
( 9 % )  *3 (3^) =  (g^)*{(93)^) =  ((g^)*83) '  = . . ( 9#)*33 
(where the last equality is due to Assumption II). There­
fore, 
( 9#)*9(3 - 3^) =  0 ,  i.e., (g|)*9p*~^(a - a^) = 0  
This proves the lemma. D 
We call the homomorphism defined in the previous lemma 
the obstruction cocycle for g, and denote it by c^ ^^ (g). 
This name is justified by the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. g is (n+1)-extensible if and only if 
c^ *^ (g) = 0. 
Proof. It is easy to see that c^ ^^ (g) =0 if and 
only if (g^ )* * 9 = 0. Then the lemma follows from Theorem 
2.14. • 
Lemma 3.4. c^ ^^ (g) is a cocycle, i.e., c^ ^^ (g) 
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Proof. This follows from the following diagram: 
'n+2 
fÇrZl+l îTÏl, h 
= n+2 ^ n+2' n+1 
d" 
,=fl4-l =rn p* = (P) ïr(F),° ,?(F) 
n^+1 'B") •- (B--- ,B") - (E:i; (E^  ' ) n+1 n+1' n n n 
Note that 3 • d" = 0. Q 
* _ 
Suppose now that g'^ g" € L (E^ , E') satisfy the con­
dition g*| E - = g"| E , (n > 1). We define the 
' n-l ' n—1 — 
difference cochain ô^ Xg', g") for the pair (g', g") to 
#' be the composition A{g|/  ^*h  ^ in the following 
diagram: 
P*-^  
B^ "^ ) ^  Tr^ (B^ , b^ ) 
Here, for n = 1, we replace the two relative homotopy sets 
by the groups 
, i) , Tr£(B^ , B^ "^ , b^ ), and A(g|, gj) , h 
by the homomorphisms A'{g|/ g^ ), h'' respectively (see 
Section A). 
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Lemma 3.5. ô^ (g', g") is- a well-defined homomorphism. 
Proof. If n = 1, this follows from Lemma 3.1 whion 
says that p* is an isomorphism, h' is an epimorphism, and 
the kernel of h * is the commutator subgroup of 
ir£ (B ^ , B ° y b^ ) . The proof for n > 1 is similar to the 
proof of Lemma 3.2. 0 
Lemma 3.6. g* = g" rel ô^ Xg', g") =0. 
Proof. Since 5^ (g'f g") =0 if and only if 
A(gj, g2) =0, Theorem 2.14 proves this lemma. Notice that 
for n = 1, A'(gi/ g|) =0 is equivalent to A(gj, g|) =0.0 
Lemma 3.7. ô^ (g', 9")^  c^ ^^ (g') - c^ ^^ (g"). 
Proof. This follows from the definitions of c^ "*"^  and 
6^ , and the following commutative diagram. The commutativity 
of the rightmost triangle is due to Lemma 2.13 (4). 
jgl) * -
n^+l 
ir 
H^ (B*,B^ "1) ^   ^"^ n ^ ®n^  ^'^ n-i^ —(E 
For n = 1, the bottom line is altered appropriately. • 
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C. An Existence Lemma and a Generalization 
of Eilenberg's Theorem 
To complete an analogy of Eilenberg's scheme, we must 
prove the following important lemma. 
* 
Lemma 3.8. For a given g' € L (E^ , E') and an 
n-cochain Z^ : u) / there exists an 
extension g" € L (E^ , E') of g'l such that 
6*(g' ,  g") = Z^.  
Proof. We prove only the case n > 1 since the case 
n = 1 is quite similar (though the notations must be changed 
slightly). 
For a given cochain define a homomorphism 
A: i) ^  na(E'(F), u) 
by A = Z^  • h • p^ . We will show A = A(g|, g|) for some 
extension g" 6 L (Ë^ , E') of g'l Ë^ _^ . If this is done 
then we have 
9") = A(g|, g|) ' pj^ ' 
= A ' p* h  ^= z^  
as desired. 
Let e^  be any n-cell in B - A, and let 
: (I^ , 31^ , *) ->• be a fixed character-
—(F) istic map for the block E—n. Let w be a path in E^ _^  
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from i to Then and w determine  ^
/ n^-1' where Wji is the isomorphism induced 
by w. If w and w' are two such paths, w^ [<f>^ ] and 
differ only by the action of (^ n-l^  
 ^ f P) fore, the element A(W|[<j)^ ]) € ir^ (E'^  , u) does not 
depend on the choice of w because A = 5^  » h ' p*, and 
h neglects the action of tr^ . Let denote A(Wa[$^ ]) . 
Now, . w is a path in E' from u to (say) . It 
TF) TF) induces an isomorphism (gi ' w) U (E' , u, ) -»• IT (E*^ , u). IT ¥ n AH
Let = (gi •w)^ (^3^ ). 
Eg, H). 
' '  3x#' 
' =n-l' -X' %<;' ' "xl 5 Gx 
"*[*x] ( ' =1-1' ">  ^^  X 
 ^ n f We now have the map gi • <}>i : (I , *) (E' , u. ) and the 
ir A A 
f F) homotopy class 3' € %^ (E' , u, ). By an elementary fact An A 
/V  ^
in homotopy theory, there is a map, say h" : (I , *) -> 
(E' , u^ ) such that h"| 31^  = g| * 91^  and such that 
the separation map d(gi • 4),,h") represents gJ, i.e., 
IT A A 
= [d(g| • (|iy h") ] (1) 
Clearly, the adjoint map h": l^ xp -»• E' of h" is an 
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extension of g' * ^ 1^ 31^ F^ (= the adjoint of g| • 31^ ). 
So, by Lemma 2.10, there is a fibre-preserving extension, 
say g^ : E—nE', of g' | E^ n such that h" and g^  • 
 ^ n  ^
are fibre-homotopic rel 31 xp, or eguivalently (see Proposi­
tion 2.10) 
h" =  ^E' , (rel 31*) (2) 
From (1) and (2), we have 
= Waj • *X' k") J = [3(9; • h' 3lî * ^ x' ^ 
= A(gi, g^ )^ ([$j^ ]) (3) 
Constructing such g^  for all n-cells, and pasting them 
together, we obtain a (continuous) fibre-preserving map 
g": E^  E*. g" is clearly an extension of g'| E^ _^ . 
Furthermore, for each X and for an arbitrary choice of 
w for X, 
A(g|, g|) (w^ [(j)^ ]) = (g|'w)^ A(g|, g|) 
= (g|-w),a(g|, 
= (gj (by (3) 
= 3^  = A(*#[*%]) (by definition). 
Note that the set of w^ [({)^ ] for all X and for all possi­
ble w, generates ' ®n-i' because the p*-image of 
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generates b^ ). Thus, the above 
calculation shows A = A(g|, g%). This completes the 
proof. • 
Now we prove a generalization of the classical theorem 
of Eilenberg [12]. 
Theorem 3.9. For a given g € L (E^ , E'), n ^  1, let 
[c*+l(g)] € A; u) ) 
be the cohomology class of the cocycle c^ "*"^  (g) . 
(1) [c"^ (^g)] is determined only by g| 
(2) g I E^ _^  is (n+1)-extensible if and only if 
[c^ '^ (^g)] = 0. 
Proof. 
* — (1) Let g' 6 L (E^ y E') be any other extension 
of gj E^_^. Then, by Lemma 3.7, c^^^(g') -
c^ ^^ (g) is a coboundary and, hence, 
[c%+l(g')] = [c%+l(g)]. 
(2) If g" € L E') is an extension of 
g| Ë"^ _2/ then c^ ^^ (g"| E^ ) = 0 by Lemma 3.3. 
Hence, Cc^ ^^ (g)] = [c^ ^^ (g" Ë^ )] = 0. Con­
versely, suppose that [c^ ^^ (g)] = 0, i.e., 
(g) = 3Z^  (= 2^  * <3^ +1^  for some n-cochain 
Z^. By Lemma 3.8, we can write = ô^(g, g*) 
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* _ 
for some n-extension g' € L (E^ y E') of 
g I E^ _^ . Then, by ILemma 3.7, c^ ^^ (g) = 3Z^  = 
9<5^ (g, g') = c^ ''"^ (g) - c"^ X^g'). So c^ ^^ (g') =0 
and, hence, g' is (n+1)-extensible (Lemma 
3.3). • 
Id 
If we take the special fibrations * -> B B and 
Id p p' 
*-^X-5-X as F-^E-^B and F ' E '  ^  B', respectively, 
then Theorem 3.9 gives rise to Eilenberg's Theorem. Observe 
that in this special case, the coefficient group TT C^E' ,u) 
becomes n^ (X, x^ ) where x^  = gCb^ ). 
D. The Fibre-preserving Homotopy Problem 
Now we turn to the fibre-preserving homotopy problem. 
Suppose that g',g" 6 L (E, E') are given with the condition 
9'I = g"l 
where A is a nonempty connected subcomplex of B. Then, 
by Proposition 2.12, 
g'1 * g"l rel E^. 
So, assuming that, for an integer n ^  1, there is a homotopy 
{h^ } c L (E^ _^ , E*) such that 
ho = 9'I Vl hi = 3"1 =„-!' 
we will study the obstruction to extending {h^ } to a 
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fibre-preserving homotopy between g' | and g"| 
Let jp: E IB denote the fibration p x Id: E x i Bxi, 
and let A = BxiUAxi (where Î (= 91) = {0, 1}). 
Regarding I as a CW-complex consisting of the 1-cell 
(0, 1) and 0-cells 0, 1, we give B x i the product 
CW-complex structure. Then A is a connected subcomplex of 
IB and/ further, the relative n-skeleton of (IB, A) is 
given by 
E (B X i)^  U (B X i U AX I) 
= (B*"l XI U B^  X i) U (B X Î U A X I) 
= (B^ ~^  XI) U (B X i) . 
Note that the fibre ip"^ (b^ xO) is FxO (which we shall 
identify with F) , and also that p is an orientable fibra­
tion since jp is the fibration induced from the orientable 
fibration p by the projection B x i -»• B. 
— * ^ 
Now, given {h^ }: g'j = g"| define a fibre-
preserving map G: = (Ê^ _g^  x I) U (Exf) -»• E* by 
G(z, t) = ^ 
g' (z) if ( 2 ,  t) e E X 0 
g"(z) if (2, t) 6 E X 1 
h^ (z) if (2, t) € E^ _^  ^X I, 
Clearly, G is extensible to in a fibre-preserving 
way if and only if {h^ } extends to a fibre-preserving 
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hoiaotopy between g'j and g" | E^ . The obstruction for 
these are measured by the cocycle 
where u = g'| F (= g'| F^ O). 
If '^®X^X€A the set of k-cells of 
then {ej^  x (0, is the set of (k+1)-cells of 
B - IB ^  (note that (k+1)-cells of the form e^ "*"^  x o or 
ek+1 1 in B x i (c A c B ^) ) . Therefore, there are 
two canonical isomorphisms 
It is not difficult to show that if one (a^  or 
is chosen appropriately for each k, k = 1, then 
a = is an isomorphism between the two 'chain com­
plexes' {H^ (B^  and 
Then, cP*l(G) • a^ : H^ (B^ , B^ "^ ) -»• H^ (E'^ ^^ , u) is a co-
cycle. We denote this cocycle by 
5^ (g', 9% {ht}). 
One can easily show that if g' | = g" | ®n-l {h^ J 
is the constant homotopy, i.e., h^  = g'| for all t, 
then S^ (g', g", {h^ }) coincides with the difference co-
chain ô^ (g', g") up to a sign. 
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Now consider the cohomology class Cô^ (g'/ g", {h^ })3 € 
H^ (B, A; u)) of the cocycle 6^ (g', g", {h^ }). 
The next theorem is a translation of Theorem 3.9 via the 
chain-isomorphism o = 
Theorem 3.10. 
(1) If {h^ } c L E') is any other homotopy 
from g'l Ë , to g" I Ê , such that 
n—1 n—J. 
Ê^ _2 = ^ tl'^ n-2 (taking = E^ ), then 
[6*(g', g", {h^ })] = [ô^ (g', g", {h^ })]. 
(2) The homotopy {h^ | Ë^ _2^  extends to a fibre-
preserving homotopy between g'| and g"| 
if and only if [ô^ CgS g", {h^ }) ] = 0. • 
E. The Naturality Property and an Application 
* _ 
Let g 6 L (E^ , E') be fixed. Let J be a fibre-
preserving map from E' to another fibre space E"; 
_ g J 
E 3 E -+ E' E". 
n+1 n 
Suppose that E" satisfies Assumption II for the map 
V = J • g] F. Then, as is easily seen from the definition 
of obstruction cocycles, the following 'naturality property* 
holds : 
c^ '^ (^J-g) = (J^ )*c^ "^ (^g) , (4) 
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where IR^ ( E ' ,  u )  V) is the induced 
* __ 
homomorphism. Similarly, if g',g" 6 L (E , E') satisfy 
9'I n^-1 = 9"! then 
<5^(J-g'/ j-g") = {J^)*<5^(g', g"). (5) 
Now, consider a fibre-preserving map K as indicated 
in the following diagram: 
•E —-—> E => Ê  ^E' 
n 
'p. 
• B  — »  B  
Assume that 'p is an orientable fibration and 'B is a 
connected CW-complex. Furthermore, assume K is a cellular 
map which carries a connected sub complex 'A ( c 'B) into A. 
We define 'B ^  by a way similar to that of B E ^  . 
Then, since (= K| 'E )^ maps 'Ë^ into Ë^, we have 
g • € L*('E^ , E') . What is the relation between the two. 
classes [c^ *^ (g)] and [c^ ^^ (g • K^ )]? Note that these 
classes belong to, respectively, H^^^(B, A; ir^(E', u) ) 
and ('B, 'A; Tr^ (E'^  , w) ) where u = g| F, 
w = (g • K^ ) I F. Tie assert: 
Theorem 3.11. 
[c^ '^ C^g • K )] = K*Cc^ (g)] 
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* n+1 Here, K* denotes the homomorphism from H (B, A; 
u)) to 'A; w) ) which is 
indicated by two possible paths through the following commu­
tative diagram: 
H^ '^ (^B,A;7r^ (E',u)) —> (B,A;7r^  (E ' ^,w) ) 
_* 
K 
(K*) 
_* 
K 
ff ;^ "^ C^B,'A;Tr^ (E' ,u)) —> ('B, 'A;it^ (E' ^'^ \,w) ) 
(where both the (K^) are induced from (K| 'F) |:"ÎR (^E*^ ^^ ,u)-»-
TT^ (E' ('F), w)) . 
Proof. It suffices to show that the cocycles 
c^ ^^ (g *K^ ) and c^ (g) are related in such a way that makes 
the following diagram commute: 
n+1 r jr \ 
'B —> n^ E^'('F), w) 
K. 
C^ ^^ (g) 
(Kl '?)# 
-> 7r^ (E' , u) . 
( 6 )  
The commutativity of this diagram can be easily verified by 
recalling the definition of c^ ^^ ( ) and by examining the 
following commutative diagram; 
6W 
n 
)* JK*). 
, .'B^ ) 
Vl / B ^ ) JL (B ^ "^ B^ ^ ) 
1 
67? I 
n+1' n+1 n 
* 
?rn n 
n+1'n+1 n+1 n 
 ^n+1 =r n 
— n+1 — n 
1 n+1 
TT n+1 =" n 
n+1 n+1 
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where the notation (K^ )* is used instead of (K| 'F)%. • 
The preceding diagram contains, as a part, the following 
commutative diagram: 
tc 
it 
(K| 'F)l (7) 
where K, = "(Kg)*. Note that for this diagram. 
Assumptions I and II are not necessary. 
We give an application of Diagram 7. 
i P 
Theorem 3.12. Let F ->• E ->• B be an orientable fibra-
tion where F is path-connected. Suppose that the évalua-
F tion map w: F -»• F induces the trivial homomorphism 
w*: 77^  (F^ , Id) ^  ^ j_(F, *) . Then, 
(1) i*: %^ (F) %^ (E) is a monomorphism onto a 
direct summand of n^ (E). Hence, 
TT^ (E)= Tr^ (B) X 1T^ (F) . 
(2) For any abelian group G, 
i*: H^ (F, G) -+ H^ (E, G) is monomorphic, and 
i : H^ (E, G) ^  H^ (F, G) is epimorphic. 
Remark. The assumption on w* is satisfied if F has 
the homotopy type of a compact polyhedron with nonzero 
Euler-Poincare number (see [16], Th. IV.1). 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume E 
to be a CW-complex because there exists a CW-complex j B] 
and a weak homotopy equivalence e: |B| B and so, if 
necessary, we can replace the original problems by the ones 
on the fibration induced by £. 
Now, take a CW-complex pair (jEj, ]F|) and a weak 
homotopy equivalence k; (jEj, |Fj) (E, F) (for the exist­
ence of such a k, see [30], p. 420 G) . Consider the map 
pk: (|E|, |F|) (B, b^ ) and approximate it by a cellular 
map K: (jEj, |Fj) ^  (B, b^ ) such that pk - K. By the 
covering homotopy property, we find a map 
K: (|E|, |F|) ^  (E, F) 
such that K = k and pK = K. 
To prove the required properties of the inclusion map 
i: F.E, it suffices to show that the inclusion map 
i': [Fj [E1 satisfies these properties (since K is a 
weak homotopy equivalence). Consider the following diagram: 
Id 
'P 
IEI —-—> E 3 F ^ F 
iL_> B 
Since p is orientable. Id: F F has a 1-extension 
g: E^  ^  F. Denoting the n-skelton of |E| by jEj^ , let 
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|E|* = |E|* |F| and = K |E|%. 
Then g • K^ ; |E|^  + F is an extension of K F : F ^ F. 
Now, by Diagram 7 (on page 68), the obstruction F(g K^ ) 
factors through 
(K| 'F)%: 7R^(F^, ID)^7R^(F'^, *) . 
Since the fibre 'F of 'p: |E| ^  |E| is a single point, 
ji 
we see that the map (K| 'F)^  is essentially the evaluation 
F 
map w: F ->• F. Therefore, by assumption, F (g • K^ ) = 0 and 
so there is an extension f: |E|^  U |F| ->-F of the weak 
homotopy equivalence K : | F | F. Then, the commutative 
diagram 
± ' 
TT^(1F|) * TT^DEL^ U |F|) = IR^DE]) 
K* 
n^ fF) 
shows that there is a homomorphism R: ir^ CjE]) -»• ïï^ (jFl) 
such that R' i* = Id. This proves assertion (1). If we 
consider the (co)homology diagram instead of the above 
homotopy diagram, we obtain assertion (2)• 0 
We make explicit the following result which was obtained 
in the process of the preceding proof. 
P 
Corollary 3.13. Let F E B be an orientable fibra-
tion... Suppose that B and E are CW-complexes and F is 
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a connected finite subcomplex of E. If the Euler-Poincare 
number of F is nonzero, then there exists a retraction 
u F F where E^  is the 2-skelton of E. Q 
The following result on the even dimensional real 
projective space is a consequence of Theorem 3.12(2). 
It was proved recently in [3] by a different method. 
2n ^  P Corollary 3.14. Let RP E B (B path-connected) 
be a fibration. Then, 
* * * 2n (1) i : H (E, Zg) ^  H (RP , epimorphic. 
* * * (2) p : H (B, Z^ ) ^  H (E, Z^ ) IS monomorphic. 
* * * OTI (3) H (E, Zg) s H (B, Zg) <S> H (RP^ ", Z^ ) as 
Z2"vector spaces. 
Proof. We use two facts. First, since x(RP^ )^ 0, 
RP^  ^
the homomorphism w*: ir^ CRp^  ^ , Id) ir^ CRP^ ,^ *) is 
trivial (see [16], Th. 4.1). Second, p is orientable; in 
fact, any self homotopy equivalence of RP^  ^ is homotopic 
to the identity map, i.e., e(RP^ )^ = 0 (see [3]). Then, 
by Theorem 3.12(2), i*: H^ fE, Z^ ) H^ (RP^ ,^ Z^ ) is onto. 
But, the cohomology ring H (RP , Zg) is generated by 
H^ (RP^ ,^ Zg). So, (1) follows. (2) and (3) are consequences 
of (1) (see [4], p. 42). • 
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IV, APPLICATIONS 
Spaces in this chapter are still assumed to be k-spaces. 
However, most of the results which will be obtained are true 
without this assumption because of the reason mentioned in 
Chapter I (see Propositions 1.6 and 1.7). 
A. Preliminaries 
In the preceding chapter, we e3^ ressed the obstruction 
to extending a fibre-preserving map by a cocycle (or a 
(FÎ 
cohomology class) with coefficients in the group ,u). 
In order to apply the theory established there, we need 
information about (E ' , u) . This preliminary section 
proposes to provide it. 
The following notations will be used; 
L^ (X, Y) = the set of based maps X ->• Y, 
[X, Ï]Q = the set of (based) homotopy classes of 
based maps X ^  Y, and 
 ^= the subspace of Y^  consisting of based 
maps X + Y. 
For the topology of Y^ , see Definition 1.2. 
i P 
Proposition 4.1. For a fib ration F -»• E B and a 
space X, let w; E^ ^^  -»• E denote the evaluation map (i.e., 
w(g) = g(x^ )). Then, for an arbitrary u € ^  
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w*: u) ^  ir^ (E, *) 
is an isomorphism for n ^  2 and a monomorphism for n = 1. 
X Proof. It is easy to see that w: F ->• F is a fibra-
tion (in CG) with fibre (The proof is similar to that 
of Proposition 1.12 . Compare with [22], p. 83.) So we have 
w*: Tr^ (F^ , u) = w^ (F, *) for all n > 1. 
On the other hand, by Proposition 1.12, we have the following 
commutative diagram 
%a(E(*), F^ , u) 
w*/ =\ P* 
P* 
Tr^ (E, F, *) Tr^ (B, b^ ) 
whence 
w*: 7r^ (E(^ ), F^ , u) = n^ E^, F, *) for all n > 1. 
Then the assertion of the proposition follows from the five-
lemma applied to the following commutative ladder: 
,F^ )-^ TT^ (F^ ,^ )(E 
w*|= w*js w*| w* = w*J(s) 
n^+1^ ®' F)  ^Tr^ (F, *) H.Tr^ (E, *) 4- Tr^ (E, F) -»• ;r^ _]^ (F, *) 
where the upper and lower rows are the exact sequence 
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associated to and (E, F, *) , respectively. Q 
Corollary 4.2. If E is n-connected, then 
(i#)*: %%(^ F, u) TT^ (E, u) 
is an isomorphism for 1 ^  k < n and an epimorphism for 
1 < k < n. • 
A pointed space (Y, y^ ) is said to be m-coconnected 
if %%XY, y^ ) = 0 for all k ^  m. 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose (X, x^ ) has the homotopy 
type of a CW-complex. If (X, x^ ) is (n-1)-connected, 
n ^  1, and (Y, y^ ) is m-coconnected, then {^ , 8) is 
(m-n)-coconnected where 9 denotes the constant map. In 
addition, if Y is an H-space which is homotopy-associative 
and homotopy-invertible, then (^ , u) is (m-n)-coconnected 
for any u € .^ 
Proof. If e: (X, x^ ) -»• (X', x^ ) is a (based) homo­
topy equivalence, then (c*)*: n^(^ Y, 6) = 7r^(^, 0). So, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that X is a 
CW-complex. Now, 
Trj^ (^ , 0) = [S^ , s [S^ A X, Y]^  
where S^  ^ x = (S^ x x) / (S^ xx^  v *xx) (smash product). Suppose 
k > m - n. S AX is (n-l+k)-connected and, thus, is 
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(m-1)-connected. Then, a 
H^ (S^  AX, *; %\(Y)) = 0 for all i > 0. 
This fact implies, by the (classical) obstruction theory, 
Ic that [S A X, y]^  contains only the trivial homotopy class. 
Therefore, 
TTj^ C^ , 9) = 0 if k ^  m - n. 
If Y is an H-space with the stated property, so is 
Then the assertion follows from the fact that all path-
components of a homotopy-associative and homotopy-invertible 
H-space have the same homotopy type (see [10], p. 387). 0 
Proposition 4.4. Suppose X has the homotopy type of 
a connected CW-complex. 
( 1) Let j : ^  be the inclusion map, and let 
s: Y be the map given by s (y) (x) = y. 
Then 
s* + j*: %%(Y, y^ ) ® 8) = n%(y%, 9). 
(2) For an n-dimensional sphere S^ , 
6) = y^ ) ® To'-
(3) (Thom [36], Federer [13]). For an Eilenberg-
Maclane space K(n, n) , ir abelian, we have 
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7r^ (K(7r, n)X, u) s TT) (U 6 K(7r, n)%) 
Proof. 
y 
(1) The evaluation map w: Y ,  ^Y is a fibration 
with fibre and s is a cross section for 
w. This proves (1) . 
(2) By (1) ; 
8) = 7r^ (Y, y^ ) ® 6)-
But, 
9) = [GK, S^Y]^ S [S^ A Y]^ 
y (3) Noting that K(7r, n) is an H-space, we have 
irj^ (K(TT,n)^ ,u) =n^ (K(?,n)^ ,6) 
s 7rj^ (K(Tr,n) ,*)@n^ (^ K(n,n) ,0) . 
Then the following group-isomorphisms prove the 
assertion: 
Tr^ (^ (ir,n) ,6) s [S^  A(7r,n) s [S^ AX,K(Tr,n) 
sH^ (S^ AX,7r) =H^ "^ (X,7r) 
(where H is the reduced cohomology) , 
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,Tr, n - k = 0 
TT, (K(Tr, n) , *) = ] 
^ ^0, n - k 0 
= ^(*/ IT) , and 
TT) e TT) = IT). • 
B. Induced Principal Fibrations 
The path fibration ir: PY ^  Y over a space Y is 
defined by PY = {u € Y^ | u(0) = y^ } and TT (u) = u(l) . 
Clearly, the fibre over y^  is the loop space OY 
(= {u € Y^ l u(0) = u(l) = YQ}) • A fibration p: E B is 
called an induced principal fibration if it is induced from 
some path fibration TT: PY Y by some map f: B -»• Y. It 
is classical that if p; E B is a fibration such that 
B is a 1-connected CW-complex and the fibre is an Eilenberg-
Maclane space K(7t, n) , it abelian, then p is fibre homo-
topy equivalent to an induced principal fibration. 
The following theorem is a generalization of the above 
fact and has been proved by Ganea [14], Hilton [21], Nomura 
[26], Meyer [24], and Allaud [1] by different methods. We 
shall prove it as an application of the generalized Eilenberg 
Theorem (Theorem 3.9). 
P 
Theorem 4.5. Let F -»• E -»• B be a fibration such that 
B is an. n-connected CW-complex, n ^  1, and F is path-
connected and has at most n nonvanishing homotopy groups 
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in consecutive dimensions (namely, for some g ^  1, 
~ 0 unless g £ k < q + n). Furthermore, assume that 
there is a homotopy equivalence 
u; F -> J2Y 
where Y is a space of the homotopy type of a CW-complex. 
Then p is fibre homotopy equivalent to an induced principal 
fibration. 
Proof. Consider the fibre-preserving extension problem 
indicated by the following diagram 
E => F —-—> PY 
IT 
B Y 
where ir : PY ^  Y is the path fibration over Y (with fibre 
* 
S2Y) . If u proves to have an extension g6L (E, PY) then 
it easily follows from Dold's criterion (Theorem 1.9) that 
p is fibre homotopy equivalent to the fibration induced by 
g: B Y. 
To show the ««-extensibility of u, we will first check 
Assumptions I and II (see the beginning of Chapter III) . The 
orientability assumption is obviously satisfied because 
n^ (B) = 0. Assumption II is guaranteed by Corollary 1.18 
(note that Y is simply connected since fiY is path-
connected) . Now, by Corollary 4.2, 
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u) = u) for all k > 1. 
But, by Proposition 4.3, ( fly, u) is n-coconnected (since 
both the F and flY are (q-1)-connected and (q+n)-cocon-
nected, and have the homotopy type of a CW-conplex by 
Milnor's Theorem [25]). Therefore, 
H^ "^ (^B, b^ ; n^ P^Y^ F), u) ) = 0 for all k > 1. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.9, u is «-extensible. • 
A space X is said to be aspherical if n^ (X, x^ ) = 0 
except for k = 1. 
i P 
Theorem 4.6. Let F ^  E ->• B be a fibration such that 
B, E, F have the homotopy type of aspherical CW-complexes. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) i^ irj^ (P) is contained in the center of n^ E^), 
(2) %^ F^) is abelian and p is an orientable 
fibration, and 
(3) p is fibre homotopy equivalent to an induced 
principal fibration. 
Remark. That (1) implies (3) was proved by Hilton and 
by Ganea (see [15], p. 452). The proof given below differs 
from theirs. 
Proof. (l)c::^ (2). If i^ iT^ (F) lies in the center 
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of (E) , then the function ip: (E x F) = (E) © ir^  (F) -» 
TT^ (E) given by 
4(a, 3) = a + i*(g) ((a, 3) € 7r^ (E) © (F) ) 
is a homomorphism. Therefore, sinfce E is aspherical, there 
is an extension m: E x p E of Idvi:EvF-^ E such 
that m* = Obviously, the next diagram (leftmost) 
commutes. 
TT^ (E X F) T (E) Exp -2L> E E -^ > E 
TT^  (B) 
pxo\ / p p\ yp 
B B 
Then, since B is aspherical, the middle diagram commutes 
in the homotopy sense. Since p is a fibration, we may 
assume that it commutes strictly and satisfies m| e^  x F = i. 
Then we have the commutative "adjoint diagram' (rightmost). 
Since p*: (E, e^ ) ->• %^ (B, b^ ) is onto, p*: ""-^ (e^ ^^  , i) 
%^ (B, b^ ) must be onto and, hence, p is orientable (see 
Proposition 1.16). 
(2) I—>(3) . We solve the following extension problem: 
F —-—> OY 
ii i 
E > PY 
Pi 
B > Y 
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where tt is the path fibration over Y = K(n^ (F) , 2) and 
u is a hoiaotopy equivalence. We may assume that B is 
a CW-complex. Since p is orientable, u has a fibre-
preserving extension -»• PY. Now, for k ^  1, we have 
u) = tTj^C^QY, U) (by Corollary LT.2) , 
= 0 (by Proposition 4.3). 
Hence, u is "-extensible. This proves (3). 
(3) c=^ (l) . To prove this, we may assume that F ->• E -»• B 
is the fibration induced from a path fibration ir: PY T by 
a (based) map f; B -»• Y. So, by definition, 
E = {(b, X) € B x p y j  f ( b )  = X(l)}, 
F = {(bg, 11) 1 u 6 SY} = b^  X GY. 
Define m; E x F -»• E by 
m((b, X), (b^ , u)) = (b, X*v) 
where X*ii is the path in Y given by 
(2t) , 0 < t < 1/2 
(X*y)(t) = 4 
X^(2t-1), 1/2 < t < 1. 
It is easy to see that for the natural inclusions 
j^ : E cExF and jg: FCEXF, we have 
mj^  = Id; E + E (rel e^ ), 
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mjg - i: F E (rel e^ ) . 
Then, the homomorphism m* : ir^ (E) © ir^ CF) = IR^(EXF) 4. TT^(E) 
satisfies m^ (a, 0) = a and m*(0, 3) = i*(6). Since 
(a, 0) • (0, 3) = (0, 3) * (a, 0) in n^ (E) © ir^ (F) , a and 
i*(3) must commute. This proves (1). 0 
A short exact sequence of groups (not necessarily 
abelian) 
j q 
is called a group extension of H by ir» It is called a 
central group extension if jH is in the center of G. 
Two group extensions 
0 ->• H -»• IT 0 (k = 1/ 2) 
are said to be equivalent if there exists an isomorphism 
0 : + Gg such that 
0 H ->• G, ->• IT 0 
II e| II 
0 H GG IT 0 
commutes. We give a topological proof to the following 
well-known result. 
Theorem 4.7. Let H be an abelian group and TT a 
group. Then the equivalence classes of central group exten­
sions of H by IT are in one-to-one correspondence with 
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elements of H^ (K(Tr, 1), H) . 
Proof. Choose Eilenberg-Maclane spaces K(H, 2) emd 
K(n, 1), and identify n^ (QK(H, 2)) with H, ir^ (K(Tr, 1)) 
with TT and H^ (K(Tr, 1), H) with [K(n, 1), K(H, 2)]^ . 
2 Let a € H (K(Tr, 1) , H) be represented by a based map 
f; K(ir, 1) ->K(H, 2). Then f induces a principal fibration 
(%) OK(H, 2) -)• K(n, 1) 
from the path fibration OK(H, 2) PK(H, 2) K(H, 2), 
where the fibre of (^ ) is canonically homeomorphic to 
2) and so we shall identify them. The 1-dimensional 
part of homotopy exact sequence of (^ g) 
(5f) 0 H -»• ir 0 
is a central group extension of H by ir (see the preced­
ing theorem). Thus, it is sufficient to show the following 
two facts : 
(1) if f = g: K(7r, 1) -»• K(H, 2) (rel *) , then 
(5f) and (gg) are equivalent group extensions; 
and j q 
(2) any central group extension 
is equivalent to (£^ ) for some f, and the 
homotopy class of f is uniquely determined by 
the group extension. 
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Because (1) is easy, we prove only (2). First, find 
i P 
a fibration F ^  E -»• K(Tr, 1) with aspherical F, E so that 
Tr^ (F) ^  7r^ (E) ^  7r^ (K(7r, 1) ) 
H G -> IT 
commutes where x, 0 are some isomorphisms. Then, choose 
a homotopy equivalence u: F + OK(H, 2) so that u* = 
T ir^ CF) H = 7r^ (flK(H, 2)) (this is possible since 
flK(H, 2) is aspherical). Since i^ iTj^ (F) is contained in 
the center of ir^ (E), we can construct the following commu­
tative diagram (see the proof of Theorem 4.6): 
F -
4 
E -
K(Tr, 1) 
u 
-> S2K(H, 2) 
i 
-> PK(H, 2) 
i 
-> K(H, 2) . 
J g 
Then it is easy to see that 0-)-H-»-G^ TT^ o is equivalent 
to (5f)• Finally, to show the uniqueness of the homotopy 
class of f, suppose that (£^ ) and (g^ ) are equivalent 
group extensions. Again, by the property of aspherical 
spaces, we can construct a homotopy-commutative diagram 
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OK (H, 2) 
I 
i 
K(Tr, 1) Id 
-> OK(H, 2) 
i 
-> E 
-> K(n, 1) 
SO that 8' = Id. Then, because of the covering homotopy 
property, we may assume that this diagram is strictly commu­
tative. Recall that and E^  are induced respectively 
by f and g, and let f: E^  ^-+ PK(H, 2) and g; Eg-»-PK(H,2) 
denote the canonical fibre-preserving maps. Thus, we have 
two fibre-preserving maps from to PK(H, 2) ; 
f / g'8: E^  PK(H, 2) . 
Since 8[ SK(H, 2) =6' = Id, we see 
f| OK (a, 2) * g8': OK(H, 2) PK(H, 2). 
But, since 
7r^ (PK(H, 2)(0K(H,2))) _ ^^ O^K(E,2)^ 2(2^  2) ) = 0 
for m ^  1, there is no obstruction to extending the above 
fibre-preserving homotopy to 
f * g6: E^  PK(H, 2) . 
Therefore, it follows that 
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f = g ' Id = g: K(n, 1) K(H, 2) (rel *) . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7. D 
C. Homotopy Classes of Fibre-preserving Maps 
Let p ; E B and p ' : E ' -»• B ' be f ibrations, and 
let A <r B; 
(E, E^) 
P 
(B, A) 
E' 
P' 
B' 
For a given f 6 L (E^ , E'), we will use the following nota­
tions ; 
LJ(E, E') = {g € I*(E, E') g| E^ = f}, 
[E, E']* = L*(E, E')/ * rel E^. 
* * Of course, L^(E, E') and [E, E']^ may be empty. If 
E = B (i.e., p = Id) and A = {b }, then L^{E, E') and 
[E, E']^  are nothing but the sets E') and [E, E']^ , 
respectively. 
Let J: E' E" be a fibre-preserving map from E' to 
another fibre space E"; 
(E, E^) 
P 
(B, A) 
E' 
P' 
B' 
E" 
P' 
B" 
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Then J induces, in the obvious way, the functions 
J^ : L*(E, E') LjfCE, E") , and 
Jn: [E, E']f [E, E"] Jf 
Next, let K be a fibre-preserving map as indicated 
in the following diagram: 
CE, -E,^ ) (E, E^ ) 
'p 
CB, 'A) K -> (B, A) 
E' 
P* 
B' 
( # )  
where 'p is a fibration, 'A c 'B, and K('A) c A. Then 
K induces the functions 
K*: L*(E, E') ->L*,('E, E'), and 
K°: [E, E']* ['E, E']*, 
where f * = f • (K| 'E,^ ) . 
Example. 
(1) Consider the following special case of diagram (#) 
CB, -b^ ) 
Id I 
K (B, b^) 
jia 
CB, 'b^ ) (B, b^ ) 
Then K° is the same as K : [B, X]^  + ['B, X]^ . 
P 
(2) For a fibration F -»• E -»• B, consider the following 
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diagram; 
(E, F) > (B, b^ ) X 
(B, b^ ) (B, b^ ) * 
In this case, K° can be identified with 
p : [B, X]^  -> [E/F, X]^  where E/F is the 
space obtained from E by shrinking F to 
a point. 
Now go back to diagram (#) . We shall assume: 
(1) B and 'B are connected CM-complexes, and 
A and 'A are connected subcomplexes; 
(2) K: ('B, 'A) ^  (B, A) is a cellular map; and 
(3) p: E ->• B and 'p: 'E ^  'B are orientable 
fibrations. 
Under these assumptions, we consider the following problem. 
Problem. When is K°: [E, E']^  » ['E, E']^ , an onto 
function? 
Given a k €L^ ,('E, E'), let us try to find a 
* * 
g € L^ (E, E') such that g • K = k rel 'E,^ . Suppose that 
for some n ^  1 we can find a map 
gf*) S LfE') 
and a homotopy 
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{hf>}: g'°> : Vi (rel 'E,^ ) 
where K .,, k , are the restrictions of K, k to 
n—1 n—1 
respectively. (This is always possible for n = 1. 
See Proposition 2.15 and Proposition 2.12.) 
Lemma 4.8. Let n be as above. Suppose the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(E ' , u) and (E ' ^ w) are n-simple 
(where u = f| F and w = f'| 'F), 
(6^ ) K*; E^ *l(B,A;n^ (E'(F),ù))+E*+l('B,'A;Wn^ E'('F),w)) 
is monomorphic, and 
(7%) K*: H^ (B,A;TT^ (E',u))^ H^ ('B,'A;Tr^ (E',w)) 
is epimorphic. 
* (For the definition of see Theorem 3.11.) Then we can 
find a map 
e EM 
and a homotopy 
{h^ n+l)j: g(n+l).K^  * (rel 'E,^ ) 
so that 
1 = 9'°' I Vr 
'Ën.2 = 4"' I 'V2' 
(8) 
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If conditions (a^ ) , , (y^ ) are satisfied for all 
* 
m ^  n, then there exists a g € L^ (E, E') such that 
g • K * k (rel 'E,^ ). 
Proof. The last assertion can be easily seen by 
repeated use of the first assertion. In fact, if (a^ ), 
, (Y )^ are satisfied for all m ^  n, we can find 
sequences }% and with adjacent terms III—n "C m—H 
related by Relation 8. Then we can define g and a homotopy 
{h^ }: g 'K = k by 
g(x) = g^ ®^  (x) if X 6 
h^ (x') = h^ )^ ( X ' )  if X '  6 'Ë^ _2-
NOW/ let us prove the first assertion. We show first 
that g^ 2^ (= g^ ^^ l E^ _^ ) is (n+1)-extensible. Consider 
t h e  o b s t r u c t i o n  c l a s s  [ c ^ ^ ^ ( g  )  3  €  H ^ ' ^ ^ ( B , A ; ' I T ^ ( E ' , u )  )  .  
By the naturality property, we have 
Kl[c^ +l(g(*))] = [c*+l(g(*)'K^ )]. 
Since g(^ )"K , = k , and k , is «-extensible, the 
n—1 n—1 n-1 
H*EP (Corollary 2.6) implies that also co-
extensible. Hence, [c^ *^ (g(*) K^ )] = 0. Then, by assumption 
(3n)/ we see that [c^ ^^ (g^ ^^ )] =0, and so g^ ^^  an 
(n+1)-extension, say giCn+1)^  
Note that 
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(rel 'E,^ ) (9) 
holds. Then, by the H*EP, there is a k* € L^ ,('E, E') 
such that 
g , ( n + 1 ) a n d  k '  =  k  ( r e l  ' E , ^ )  ,  ( 1 0 )  
and the homotopy in Relation 10 is an extension of {h^ ^^ } 
in Relation 8. Consider now the class 
3 = [50xg'(*+l).K^ , k^ )] € H^ CB, 'A; w) ) . 
By assiamption (y^ )^ , there is an a € (B, A; ir^  (E ' , u) ) 
* n 
such that K*(a) =3. Let Z be a cocycle in the class a. 
* _ 
Then, by Lemma 3.8, there exists a g" € L^ (E^ , E') such 
that 
n^-1 = and 6*(g", = z"", (11) 
For our purpose, it suffices to show 
(1) g" has an (n+1)-extension  ^ and 
* 
(2) 9'"*^ n ~ ^ n the homotopy can be chosen 
as an extension of the identical homotopy 
9" "Va = K-2-
* 
(By the condition on the homotopy k' = k in Relation 10, 
(2) implies the existence of a homotopy {h^ "^*"^ }^: 
g"*Kn = k^  which is an extension of {h^ ^^ }|'En_2 •) 
From Relation 11 and Lemma 3.7, we have: 
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0 = 9z*=a6^ (g", ) =c^ '^ (^g") =c^ '*'^ (g"). 
This proves (1). For (2), look at 
n' n 
[6*(g".K^ ,k^ ) ] = [5%(g".K^ ,g' (*+1) K^ )] - [G*(g' 'K'K^ ] 
= KZ[6*(g",g'(^ +l))] - 3 
'n 
= K*(a) - 3 = 0. 
This proves (2) and completes the proof of the lemma. D 
Now we consider the problem: when is K° one-to-one? 
Let g',g" ^ L^(E, E') satisfy g'K = g"K (rel 'E,^). We 
* 
try to find the condition under which g* - g" (rel E^) 
holds. Consider Kxid indicated in the following diagram: 
('Exi, 'ExiU'E.^xI) > (Exi, ExiUE^xl) 
'pxid pxid 
('Bxl, 'Bxi U'AxI) HÎÉl-> (Bxl, Bxi U Axl) . 
E' 
B' 
We rewrite this diagram in the following notations 
CE, E^) IK 
'4 
-> (E, E^ ) 
IP 
('B, ' A) > (IB, A) B' 
Define E: IE^=(E X i)U (E^x I)-»- E' by 
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H(z,0) =g'(z), H(z,l)=g"(z), H(w,t)=f(w) (= g'(w) = g" (w)) 
for z € E, w € t .€ I. We wish to know when H has 
* * 
an extension G e L (E/E*) or eguivalently when Iig((E,E*) 
I * is nonempty. For E' =H*(K |' (E,  ^ Iig,('E,E') is not 
* * 
empty because g'K = g"K (rel 'E,^ ). Therefore, Iig(E,E') 
must be nonempty if 
IK°: CE,E']* [' E, E']*, is onto. 
So the problem reduces to the previous problem. Observe 
that the homomorphism 
K*: A; TTgCE', u) ) ( ' [B, ' A; (E ' ^ , w) ) 
can be identified with 
K*: HP(B,A; U) ) w) ) 
(cf. Section III D). Letting denote the latter homo­
morphism, we can summarize the main points as follows. 
Theorem 4.9. Suppose (E'^ ^^ , u) and (E'^  w) 
are m-simple for all m ^  1. 
(1) If, for all m ^  1, are monomorphic and 
are epimorphic, then 
K°: [E, E']* ['E, E']*, is onto. 
(2) If, for all m > 1, are monomorphic and 
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 ^ are epimorphic, then K° is one-to-one. • 
We apply the preceding argument to prove the following 
result which was previously proved by Sugawara [35] by 
repeated use of Serre's Theorem (see the corollary below) in 
the Postnikov decomposition argument. 
i P 
Theorem 4.10. Let F ->• E B be a fibration satisfying 
the following conditions: B is r-connected (r ^  1), 
F is s-connected (s ^  0), and B, E, F have the homotopy 
types of CW-complexes. Let X be a space which is m-simple 
for all m ^  1. Then, 
P*: [B, X]^ ^  [E/F, X]^ 
* 
is onto if X is (r+s+2)-coconnected; and p is one-to-one 
if X is (r+s+3)-coconnected. 
P 
Corollary 4.11. (Serre) .. Let F -»• E ^  B be a fibra­
tion satisfying the conditions in the above theorem. Then, 
for any abelian group G, 
p*: H^ (B, b^ ; B) H^ (E, F; G) 
is an isomorphism for m£r + s + l; and a monomorphism 
f o r  m £ r  +  s  +  2 .  
The corollary follows immediately from the theorem by 
taking X = K(G, m). • 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume B to 
be a CW-complex such that Consider the diagram: 
(E, F) (B, b^ ) X 
P 
(B, b^ ) — (B, b^ ) * 
In this case, K° is the same as p : [B, X]^  -»• [E/F, X]^  = 
[(E, F), (X, x^ )]. 
(1) Suppose X is (r+s+2)-coconnected. Then, since 
F F is s-connected, ( X, 8) is (r+1)-coconnected 
(Proposition 4.3), and hence the evaluation map 
w: X^  + X induces isomorphisms w*: ir^ CX^ , 9) = 
ir (X, X ) for all m > r + 1. Then it follows 
mo — 
that (X^ , 6) is m-simple for m ^  r + 1 since 
X is. Now let k; (E, F) -*• (X, x^ ) be any map. 
Let ; B^ "*"^  + X be the constant map. 
Since E^  = F (because = b^ ) , we have 
g (r+1) . = k| E^  (both are a constant map) . 
So we can use Lemma 4.8 in the case where n = r + 1. 
As seen above, condition (a ) in Lemma 4.8 holds 
for every m ^  r + 1, i.e., (X , *) and (A , 0) 
are m-simple for m ^  r + 1. Now consider the 
homomorphism ; 
K*: H^ (B,b„; ^  (X^ ) ^ H^ (B,b^ ; ? (X^ )) . 
* o HI w ill 
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By definition (see Theorem 3.10), 
K* = (K) '(K| F)J = (K| F)^ 
_ * 
since K = Id; that means, K* is induced by the 
coefficient homomorphism 
(K| F)f; ^ . 
Clearly, this homomorphism can be identified with 
Î»= e) 
where s: X ^  is given by s(x)(y) = x. For 
m ^  r + 1, s* is an isomorphism. Hence, condi­
tions (3^ ) , (Y^ ) in Lemma 4.7 are also satisfied 
for m ^  r + 1. Therefore, K° = p is onto. 
Suppose now X is (r+s+3)-coconnected. The same 
argument as above shows that for every m ^  r + 2 
(X^ , 0) is m-siraple and s*: 7r^ (X, x^ ) , 0) 
is isomorphic. Let (p: E B denote the fibra-
tion p X Id: E x i B x i and let A = B x i b^xi. 
Consider the diagram; 
(E, E^) = (IB, A) X 
IP 
(IB, A) (IB, A) * 
* n In order to show p (= K") is one-to-one, we 
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show that IK°; [P, Xj* CE, X]*, is onto, where 
H: A + X is any fixed map and H' = H* (k1 . 
This follows easily from the first remarks on 
0) and s*f if Lemma 4.8 proves to be 
applicable for n = r + 2. 
Let G': E ->• X be any extension of H'. 
Since the assumption = b^  implies = A, 
the map H; A ^  X extends to (= h) : 
-»• X. Consider the obstruction homomorphism 
r(G(r+l))^  It is related with T(G^ +i) ®^r+l " 
G* I = H*) in the following commutative 
diagram (see Diagram 7 on page 68): 
K/ (K|p);. 
where * in the bottom line denotes the fibre of 
I ë Id; B -»• B. Observe that ( K |F) * is equivalent 
to the homomorphism induced by s : X -»• X^  given 
by s(x)(y) = x and, hence, it is a monomorphism. 
Also, note that IC is an isomorphism in this case. 
Therefore, r(G^ ^^ ) = 0 implies = 0, 
and so gf^ +l) an (r+2)-extension gCz+Z). 
Clearly, 
G(R+2). = G^+I (= H'). 
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Hence, Lemma 4.8 is applicable for n = r + 2. • 
Remark. Generally, the simplicity of X does not 
imply the simplicity of X^ . Federer [13] has shown that 
for X = and F = S^ , X^  is not 2-simple. 
Theorem 4.9 can be used to prove the following result. 
P 
Theorem 4.12. Let F^ E^ ZB be a f ibration where 
SB is the suspension of a connected CW-complex. Let X 
be an H-space. Then, there is a one-to-one correspondence 
which preserves the multiplications induced from the H-
structure of X. 
Proof. Let CB be the cone over B, and let Tp: CB 
2B be the quotient map. Since CB is contractible, the 
fibration induced from p by  ^ is fibre homotopy equiva­
lent to the product. By this fact, we can construct the 
following commutative diagram: 
k: [E/F, X]^  = [ZB, X^ ]^  
F <• Id F Id •> F 
ZBxF < CBXF -Jl-> E 
IT P 
CB —^> ZB 
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where TT and TT' are the projection maps. We apply 
Theorem 4.9 to 
(2BXF, *XF) (CBXF, BxF) —-—> (E, F) 
ir* IT I 
(ZB, *) <-Hl2L (CB, B) —> (SB, *). 
Since Jp*z H^ CZB,*; G) -»• rf°(CB,B; G) is an isomorphism for 
* 
any G, and the three fibrations have the same fibre, K* and 
* 
K'* are isomorphisms in every dimension. Also note that 
(X^ , 0) is m-simple for all m ^  1 since it is an H-space. 
Hence, 
k' = K°: [(E,F), (X,x^ )] -> [(2B*F, *XF) , (X,x^ ) ] 
is one-to-one and onto. Clearly, k' preserves the multi­
plications. Now define a bijection 
k"; [(ZBXF, *XF), (X, x^ )] s [ZB, X^ ]^  
by u -»• u {= the adjoint of u). To see that k" preserves 
the multiplications is not difficult. Finally, identi^ ing 
[(E,F), (X,Xg)] wi^  [E/F, X]Q and letting k = k"*k', we 
obtain the result. • 
F P ^  The fibration X x^  -»• x (w = evaluation map) admits 
the cross section s: X -»• X^  defined by s(x) (y) * x. 
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Let ii: X -»• be the multiplication induced from the 
multiplication on X. Then we easily find that the map 
e; X X X^ -»• X^  giveh by 
G(x, g) = li (s(x) , g) 
induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups. Hence, by the 
classical obstruction theory, we have a bijection 
G*: [SB, X X Fx]_ = [ZB, X^ ]^ . 
» o o 
Corollary 4.13. Let F ->• E ^  2B be a fibration as in 
Theorem 4.12. Assume that F and E have the homotopy 
types of CW-complexes. Then, for any abelian group G, 
H®(E, F; G) = H®(ZB, G) 0 ^ (F A EB, G) , 
where denotes the reduced cohomology. 
Proof. In the preceding theorem, take X = K(G, m). 
Then, 
[E/F, X]^  s H®(E, F; G). 
On the other hand, noting that X x^ X ^  X^  is an H-map, 
[2B, X^ ]^  = [ZB, X X Fx]^  = [SB, X]^  0 [ZB, ^X]^  
s [ZB, X]^  e [F A ZB, X]^  
£ ?^ {ZB, G) 0 H™(F A ZB, G) . • 
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Remark. 
(1) In the above corollary, if we take ZB = 
(r-sphere, r ^  2), then 
G) @ H^ (F A G) = G) . 
Hence, H^ (E, F; G) = H™"^ (F, G). This fact is 
well known as the Wang isomorphism. 
(2) In Corollary 4.13, the condition that the base 
space is a suspension space is necessary. Con­
sider the well-known fibration 
gl ^  g2n+l ^  n ^  2, 
where CP^  is the complex projective space. By 
the exact sequence associated to the pair 
(s2n+l^  gl) see 
H2n(s2n+1^  gl. g) = o. 
But, H^ (^CP^ , G) © H^ ^(S^A CP^ , G) = G. 
D. A Consequence of Gottlieb's Theorem 
i P 
Suppose that F -»• E ->• B be a fibration such that F is 
path-connected and B is n-connected. Then, for any abelian 
group G, the Serre exact sequence 
•• • ->-H^ (B,G) -»-H^ (E,G) ->-H^ (F,G) (B,G) ^ (F,G) 
tells us that i* is isomorphic for k < n and 
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i*: H^ (E, G) •> H^ (F/ G) is monoinorphic. 
In general, i* is not epimorphic as seen from the Hopf 
fibration (by taking n = 1) or the path 
fibration  ^ps^  ^  (n = 2). For any path-connected 
H-space X, we can convert the Hopf construction X*X 2X 
into a fibration E + ZX such that E has the homotopy 
type of X*X (join) and the fibre has the weak homotopy 
type of X (for example, see [33], Chapter 1). Unless X 
is acyclic, every such fibration offers an example of non-
epimorphic i*. 
Assume that the integral homology group E*(F, Z) = 
 ^ H.(F, Z) is finitely generated. Under this condition, 
i>0  ^
if F is a noncontractible H-space, its Euler-Poincare 
number x(F) = J (-l)^ «£rank H. (F, Z)] is zero (see [17], 
i>0  ^
p. 753). Roughly speaking, the next theorem says that the 
case where i* is not epimorphic appears only if x(F) = 0 
and n is odd. 
i p 
Theorem 4.14, Let F E B be a fibration such that 
F has the hcfmotopy type of a connected CW-conçlex. Suppose 
that B is n-connected, F is path-connected, and H*(F, Z) 
is finitely generated. Then i*: H^ (E, G) ^  H^ (F, G) is 
epimorphic (hence isomorphic) if one of the following condi­
tions holds: 
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(1) n is even and G is a commutative ring with 
unit, or 
(2) n is odd, x(F) ^  0, and G is a field. 
(Note that any finitely generated abelian group admits a 
multiplicative structure of some commutative ring with unit.) 
Example. Suppose F -> E is a fibration and F 
is a compact polyhedron. If n is even, then for any 
finitely generated abelian group G, 
(1) i*: H^ (E, G) -»• H^ (F, G) is isomorphic, and 
(2) p*: G) -»• G) is monomorphic. 
If x(F) 7^  0 and G is a field, statements (1) and (2) are 
also true for odd n. 
To prove Theorem 4.14 and its homology version (Theorem 
4.18 below), we use the results of D. H. Gottlieb about 
evaluation subgroups. Let X be a space and let 
w*: (X^ , Id) irj^ (X, x^ ) (k > 1) 
y 
be the homomorphism induced by the evaluation map w: X ->-X; 
w(u) = u(x^ ) . The image of w* is called the k-dimensional 
evaluation subgroup of X and is denoted by 
G„(X, 
If X is an H-space, then G^  (X, x^ ) = (X, x^ ) for all 
k ^  1 because the evaluation map w; (X^ , Id) ->• (X, x^ ) has 
a right homotopy inverse. 
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Among the properties of (X, x^ ), one of the most 
interesting ones is its relationship to the Hurewicz homo-
morphism. Let G be a commutative ring with unit 1, and 
let denote the composition of the following homomorph-
isms: 
Vi 
TT^ {X, x^ ) Z) H^ (X, Z) 0 G C E^ (X, G) 
where. h is the Hurewicz homomorphism and 01 is the homo-
morphism given by a \—> a ® 1. 
Theorem 4.15 (Gottlieb). Let X be a path-connected 
space such that H*(X, Z) is finitely generated. 
(1) If n is even (n ^  2) , then G^ (Xf x^ ) c ker h 
(see [18]). Hence, G^ (X, x^ ) c ker hg for any 
commutative ring G with 1. 
(2) "If n is odd and %(%) Of then G^ (X, x^ ) c 
ker hg for any field G (see [17], p. 739). 
Using the above theorem, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.16. Let F be a path-connected space such 
that H*(F, Z) is finitely generated. Assume either 
(1) n is even and G is a commutative ring with 1, 
or 
(2) n is odd, x(F) ^ 0/ and G is a field. 
Then for any map g: F K(G, n) , G^ (F, *) is contained in 
the kernel of g*: n^ F^) Tr^ (K(G, n) ) . 
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Proof. Gottlieb's Theorem says G^ (F; *) c ker kg. 
On the other hand, the following diagram tells us 
ker hg <= ker g*: 
*n(F) -> H^(F) 
9* 
01 
-> H^ {F) 0 G 
g*®Id 
01 
•iTnCKCG, n) ) —g—> H^(K(G, n) ) -> H^ (K(G, n) ) 0 G 
01 
-> G 0 G 
Note that ®l:G-»-G®G is raonomorphic since the function 
h: G ® G ->• G given by a 0 g a « g is well defined and 
01 h 
the composition G G®G->G is the identity homomorph-
ism. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.14. Since B is n-connected, there 
is a weak homotopy equivalence s : [B] B where | B | is 
a CW-complex such that its n-skelton is trivial (i.e., 
|B|^  = *). So, without loss of generality, we can assume 
B itself is such a CW-complex because, if necessary, we can 
replace the original fibration by the one induced by the 
weak homotopy equivalence e. 
To show i*: H^ (E, G) H^ (F, G) is epimorphic, pick 
u € H^ (F, G) arbitrarily, and let u: F K(G, n) be a 
representative map for u. We consider the following 
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extension problem: 
E 3 F -^ > K(G, n) 
B 
Obviously, if it is shown that u has extension E^ K(G, n) , 
the proof will be completed. 
Since = b^  and, hence, = F, the first possible 
obstruction appears in dimension n + 1. Consider the 
following diagram: 
Tr^ (^ K(G, n) , u) 
P  ^ P * F 
^n+l(Gn+l' F ' i) ^ ' Id) —^> Tr^(K(G, n)^, u) 
w* k 
u* + 
Tr^ (F, *) > Tr^ (K(G, n) , *) 
where w and w' are the evaluation maps. Recall that 
is the (n+1)-obstruction homomorphism F (u) (see 
Theorem 2.14). By the previous lemma, u*'W* = 0. Hence, 
w*'(Ug)* = 0. But, 
ker w* = Im[T7^ (FK(G, n) , u) %^ K^(G, n)^ , n) ]. 
= 0 
because TT^C^KCG, n) , U) =0 (see Proposition 4.3) . Hence, 
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(u^ )* = 0, and r (u) = = 0. So, u is (n+1)-
extensible. Now, since 
7rj^ (K(G, n)F, u) = G) = 0 for k > n + 1, 
(Proposition 4.4(3)), all obstruction homomorphisms in the 
higher dimensions are trivial. Therefore, u is <»-extensi-
ble. • 
Now we consider the homology theorem dual to Theorem 
4.14. This can be proved without using the obstruction 
theory. Instead, we will use the following property of 
evaluation subgroups : 
i P 
Proposition 4.17 (Gottlieb) . Let F -i- E ->• B be a 
fibration, and let 
k^+1 i* p* 
 ^  ^ %%(F)  ^%%(E)  ^%^ XB) 
be the homotopy exact sequence. Then, the image of 
is contained in the k-evaluation group of F. 
This result follows from the definition of the evalua­
tion group and from the exact ladder of the homotopy groups 
associated to the following commutative diagram; 
F ^  — — E _ >  B  
w w 
i 
•> E z > B 
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where w denotes the evaluation map. Q 
i P 
Theorem 4.18. Let F E -»• B be a fibration. Suppose 
that B is n-connected, F is path-connected, and H*(F, Z) 
is finitely generated. Then 
i*: G) ^  H^ (E, G) 
is monomorphic (hence isomorphic) if one of the following 
conditions holds : 
(1) n is even and G is a commutative ring with 1, 
or 
(2) n is odd, x(F) ^  0 and G is a field. 
Proof• Note that in the Serre exact sequence 
••• ^  G) H^ (F, G)  ^H^ (E, G) H^ (B, G) 
0 
T is defined by the composition of 
p;^  3 
G) I B^ +i(E, F; G) H^ (F, G) . 
We will show that T = 0 under the given assumptions. Con­
sider the following commutative diagram: 
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P* 3" 
+ Pi 
h' 
3' 
h" 
: H^ +l(E, F) - H^ (F) 
T' 
+ p, 
T " 
where h / W* / h " are the Hurewicz homomorphisms and T, 
T', T" are the homomorphisms defined by a t—) a ® 1. Since 
B is n-connected, p^ , p^ , p* and h are isomorphisms (by 
Serre*s Theorem, and by Hurewicz's Theorem). Note that the 
G-module H^ ^^ (B, G) = ® G is generated by elements 
of the form a ® 1 (= T(a)) where a € H^ ^^ (B). Now, by 
the previous proposition, the image of under 
9""p* ^  is in G^(F, x^), and by Theorem 4.15, T"»h" maps 
G^ (F, x^ ) to 0 in H^ (F, G). Therefore, 
0 = T"-h"*3"-p;""^  = 9-p~^ -T«h. 
Then, from the above remark on h and T, we conclude 
3'*P*^ (= T) =0. This proves the theorem. 0 
If F is simply connected, we can show the following 
theorem: 
i P 
Theorem 4.19. Let F -> E B be a fibration. Suppose 
that B is n-connected (n ^  1) , F is simply connected and 
H*(F, Z) is finitely generated. Then 
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I*: G) . G) 
is monomorphic if one of the following conditions holds : 
(1*) n is odd and G is a commutative ring with 1 
such that Tor (B) , G) =0, or 
(2') n is even, x(F) ^  0, and G is a field such 
t h a t  T o r ( B )  ,  G )  =  0 .  
(Note that if G has no torsion, then Tor(H^ ^^ (B), G) = 0.) 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of 
Theorem 4.18. Consider the diagram: 
P* 
"11+2 Î " 
Pi 
n+2<®' 
h' 
3 ' 
h" 
==n+2»' Î ®n+2<®' 
V2<®' ®' Î Hn+2(E,F, G) - a^+iCF, G) 
Since B is n-connected and F is 1-connected, p*, p* are 
isomorphisms. Since B is n-connected (n ^  1) , h is 
epimorphic (see [22], p. 167) . By the assumption on G, 
G) £ 0 G © Tor(H^ ^^ (B), G) = H^ _^ 2 ® G, 
and so the image of T generates (B / G) . Then the 
proof is completed by the same argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.18. D 
Ill 
Example (Browder [5]). Let X be a path-connected 
H-space with finitely generated homology group, and let 
Tr^ {X, x^ ) be the first nonvanishing homotopy group. Then 
n is odd. If X is simply connected, then Z) = 0. 
Proof. We may regard the Hopf construction X*X ZX 
as a fibration with fibre X (see the first paragraph of 
this section). The suspension space ZX is n-connected. 
So if n were even, by Theorem 4.18, there would be a monc^  
morphism (X, Z) H^ (X*X, Z) . But the join X*X is 
2n-connected and, hence 0 = H^ (X, Z) = n^ (X, x^ ) (contra­
diction) . Therefore, n must be odd. Now if X is simply 
connected, we can apply Theorem 4.19 to obtain a monomorphism 
®n+l^ '^ n^+1^ *^^ ' ' whence H^ _^ (^X, Z) = 0. • 
Note that the first assertion of the above example also 
follows immediately from Gottlieb's Theorem (Theorem 4.15(1)) 
and the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem. 
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